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IN COMMITTEE
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NO AGREEMENT

EXONERATES

Proposal Made

MtLLINb

NUM1JEK

(OHIO COURT

GROW SERIOUS;
Anthracite Operators

In- - WOMAN DIES

surance in District of Columbia to
Prevent Such Shameless Scandals

LEADER)

SUSPECTED

of Bill

IN

LABOR FIELD

AGE TO HOUSES OF CONGRESS

GROW WORSE

All Classes, Increased

EVENING, APKlL 17. U)0(.

Public Officials.

to Stand Pat.

STRIKERS BLOW UP CHURCH IBANK ACCOUNT IS PRIVATE FORAKER
LAST AMENDMENT

Youth Escorting Girl Killed AS ARMSTRONG COMMITTEE RECENTLY
Third Case of Dangerous Blood Shed at Johnstown in Plea of Immunity Denied Now Demanded by Senators,
Negro Who Attacked
Encounter Between Police
Railroad Companies in
House Refuses and Bill
BROUGHT TO ATTENTION OF NATION Disease Caught From
Them Last Night.
and Miners.
Kansas City.
May Die There.
Primula Obconica.
Springfield, Mo., April 17. Suppressed excitement prevailed in all classes
at the opening of the fourth day of the
Springfield race war. The arrest of
half a dozen men accused of complicity Saturday night's lynching, had the
effects of clearing the street of boasters, but the people were inflamed further when It became known that another negro was killed last night, by
This
a white boy In
Intense feeling is still apparent this
morning.
Fired on Mother and Babes.
Some party, supposed to be negroes,
fired two bullets early this morning
into the house of S. P. Fielder,, home
of the young woman whom Leslie
Peters was escorting home last night,
whe nthey were attacked by two negroes and he shot and kill one of them.
Several hours later two bullets were
fired through the window of the bed
room occupied by Mrs. iFelder and her
three babies. No one was hurt, but
the family became panic stricken. Mr.
Fielder was away at the time and t"C
fact of the shooting dit not become
known until today, when It added to
the excitement against the negroes.
e.

Washington, D. C April 17. Pres-- '
Ident Roosevelt today transmitted the
following message relating to Insurance legislation:
To the Senate and House of Rep-- i
usentatives I herewith transmit the
report and recommend action, with
papers, of the Insuraccompanying
ance convention, w hich met February
last. In Chicago.
The c:nvention was called because
of!
of the extraordinary disclosures
wrongful insurance methods, recently made by the Armstrong legislative
committee of the state of New York,
the suggestion that the convention be
called coming originally from Governor John A. Johnson, of Minnesota.
The convention consisted of about
100 governors, attorneys general and
The
commissioners of Insurance.
convention was seeking to accomplish
uniformity of insurance legislation
throughout the states and territories,,
and as a prime step towards this pur-- ;
pose, decided to secure
the enact-- '
ment by the congress of the United
States of a proper insurance code for
the District of Columbia, which might
serve as the model for a number of

'

states.

Before adjourning, the convention
appointed a committee of three attorneys general and twelve commisAT COMMERCIAL CLUB sioners of insurance, of various states,
to
to prepare and have preited
PROF. J. J. VERNON, IRRIGATION
IS
AND
ARRIVES
EXPERT
SHOWN PUMPING PLANTS IN

WILL LECTURE TONIGHT

VICINITY.

Prof. J. J. Vernon, irrigation expert
of tile Agricultural and Mechanical
Arts college at Mesilla Park, arrived
in the city this morning. Owing to a
misunderstanding as to the time of
the arrival of the train Prof. Vernon
was not met at the depot by the Irrl
zation committee, but shortly after bis
arrival that gentleman nnd the com
mittee met and the professor was
taken for an automobile ride through
the surrounding country on a tour of
inspection of the different pumping
plants and other modes of irrigation
in use in the valley.
Tonight at 7:3o o'clock Prof. Verby
non will lecture on irrigation
pumping to the members of the Commercial club and the farmers from the
surrounding country who have been
extended an Invitation to be present
to hear his address. In addition to the
above everyone interested in the important question of Irrigation are invited to be present.
Prof. Vernon has made a life study
of irrigation methods and on account
of the many experiments he has conducted at the Agricultural college he
Is probably better posted on irrigation
methods than any other man in the
territory. It is needless to add that
his address will prove of vital Interest
to everyone interested at all in the
irrigation subject.

TIJERAS CANYON FIRE
CAUSES BIG LOSS
ENTIRE CONTENTS OF MRS
SILVA'S RESIDENCE
BURNED

IS LIGHT.

INSURANCE

Further particulars

of the fire in
canyon, mention of which was
made in yesterday's Issue of The
Evening Citizen, state that the loss on
the house and contents will amount
Ti-jer- as

FRANKLIN

IS

1

Home City the American Philosophical
Society

Will Meet Tonight.

Philadelphia, Pa., April 17. Sclent-- i
ists and statesmen of note, both from
the United States and other countries, will pay homage to the works
and memory of Benjamin Franklin at
the general biennial meeting of the
American Philosophical Society for
Promoting Useful Knowledge, which
for a four
will open here tonight
days' session. Special efforts have
been made to make this session of the
society the most successful in its history. The society was founded i"
1743, and Benjamin Franklin was one
of the prime movers and founders of
It.

The meeting will begin this evening,
with a reception to the delegates at
Witherspoon hall. Edgar F. Smith,;
the president, and vice president of
the University of Pennsylvania, will
deliver the principal address of the
evening. The address will form the
first part of the program; then the
delegates of foreign scientific societies will be Introduced, and an informal reception will conclude the
evening.
Tomorrow there will be three sessions. At the morning and tho afternoon sessions papers on various scien
tific subjects will be submitted. The
meeting will be held in the society's'
Among1
hall, on South Fifth street.
the papers to be read will be the fol- lowing:
"Heredity and Variation,"
Prof. William Keith Brooks of Haiti- mere; "On a Possible Reversal of the
Deep Sea Circulation and Its Effect on
by
Prof.
Geological
Climates."
Thomas C. Chamberlin of Chicago;
"The Statistical Method in Chemical:
Oeology,"
by
Frank Wiggesworl h
Clarke of Washington, I"). C; "The
Figuie and Stability of a Liquid Satellite." by Sir tieorge Darwin, K. C.
M.. F. It. S., of Cambridge, England;
Benjamin
"Was Lewis Evans or
Franklin the First to Recognize That
Storms Come from'
the Northeast
Southwest?'by Prof. William Mmii-D;;vi- s
(Ititn-liier-

!

-

.':

,;

.r.

I

TV .",

'

Fossil Mammals from Natal," by Prof.
William B. Scott of Princeton, and
"Elementary fc'pecios in Agriculture,"
by Prof. Ht;;;o ue
iios of Amsterdam, Holland.
Other papers wi'i be read by David
Starr Jordan, president of Stanford
University, and Prof. Albert A. Mif
of Chicago.
Au executive session w ill follow and
in the evening Prof. Edward L. Nichols of Cornell University will deliver
an address in Witherspoon Hall on
"Franklin's Researches in Electricity." Prof. Ernest Rutherford, F. H.
S., of Montreal, will deliver an address on "The Modern Theories of
Electricity and Their Relation to the
Franklin Tlieory."
Thr.iEday morning honorary degrees
will be conferred by the University
of Pennsylvania at tlie Academy of
Music, on which occasion Hampton L.
Carson, attorney general of Pennsylvania, will deliver an oration. In the
the evening there will be a reception
at the Bellevue-StratforAt the last meeting, in the Academy
of Music, on Friday morning, the following addresses referring to Franklin will be delivered:
"As a Citizen and
Philanthropist," by Horace Howard
Fairness; "As a Printer and Philosopher," by President Elliot of Harvard, nnd "As a Statesman and Diplomatist," by Joseph H. Choate. Secretary of State Root will then present
the Franklin Medal. In the evening
there will be a 'dinner at the Belle- d.

Services of an unusual nature will
in Christ Church burying
ground at Fifth and Arch streets, on
the Hliernoon of Thursday. The delegates ami members will assemble in
:hi hall of the society and march to
the little cetntery, where ceremonies
under tb" auspic-of the grand lodge
be held

a
of A. K. & A. M. of
will
be held over the modest slab of mar-hiunder which rest the remains of
the '!. at statesman. scientist, philpenn.-ylvaui-

osopher and inventor.
Special importance wiil be lent to
the meeting in the Ac.id'tliy of Music
on Friday morning, when, by dm cIon of Presidi lit
Roosevelt. Elihtl
Hun1. Secretary of State, will deliver
and present ih,. Kraal. lin
'in al'ii-sMedal to the Republic of France, in
accordance with an act of congress.
The Franklin TaMei, erected in
honor of Franl.iln. b tl'" s'tidcnts of
th
t'nsvei :tv i.f Pci,i!- - Ivanid w ill
his week.
iie di 'i.eati
-t

;

Islands in South Seas
For Sale to Highest
Bidders.

Jjondou, April 17. The official Investigation of the death of a woman
of 21 years who died in this city under peculiar circumstances, has led to
an Interesting discovery.
It was
found that the woman was just recovering from an attack of Influenza,
and accidentally scratched her nose
with a variety of primrose, brought
from Central China, and known under
the botanical name of Primula Obconica. The nose rapidly swelled up
and became discolored, and despite
surgical treatment the poison continued to spread. The patient died at the
end of the week with symptoms of
pneumonia.
This is the third case of acute inflammation of the skin and subcutaneous tissues reported to the medical
authorities,
by
caused
infectlon(
through Primula Obconica. In every
case the infection took place in the
face. It is also reported that a
species of eczema cf the bands often
affects gardeners when tending that
plant.
NOT SOVEREIGNTY.

Fiji, April 17. Considerable Interest
In widest circles is manifested In the
sale of the Fanning and Washington
Islands, which will be offered U auction by the Pr'tish i jginirtu' vf the
High Commissioners' Court, nt this
city, this afternoon. The islands, near
neighbors of Christmas Island, are
situated on the northeastern fringe of
the archlpelagos.Xthe nucleus of which
Is Fiji, about 1,100
miles south of
Honolulu. Fanning Island was annexed in 1SS8 for cable purposes. It
is understood that representatives of
wealthy bidders from several countries, including the United States, are
here with a view of purchasing the
islands. The British government does
not intend to surrender to the purchasers the sovereignty rights; The
principal reason of that reservation Is
to protect the cable station.
NEW YORK YOUNGSTERS
MAKE EDUCATIONAL

TRIP.
York, April 17. Several hundred boys, over 14 years of age, started
yesterday via Old Dominion line, on
the annual educational trip to Washington, D. C. under the auspices of
the state executive committee of the
Young Men's Christian Association of
New Jersey.
The party will go by
steamer to Old Point Comfort, where
they will visit Fortr?ss
Monroe,
Hampton Institute, and the Soldiers'
Home.
From there the trip will be
made by boat via Hampton Roads,
Chesapeake Hay, and the Potomac
river. Three izyz
j spent In
Washington, visiting the many places
of interest including the capitol, congressional library and Washington
monument.
During their visit in Washington
the boys will be received by President
Roosevelt at the White House, and
an ld veteran will give a talk, telling
of the many historic incidents which
have taken place in the executive
mansion. Several other representative men have consented to give practical talks each morning on the various departments, which will be of
great educational value,
side trips
will be taken to Mount Vernon, Alexandria and Arlington, and a special
car or automible will be chartered to
take the boys on a soiiht seeing trip
through tho city. The party will return on Friday, after basing covered
more than eight hundred miles in the
five days.
New-

-

Distinguished Chemists Meet.

Rome,

April

Tie

17

Sixth Inter,i':ed ChemThe attend-

national Congress of .,
istry opened here tod.iv
ance is e.-large and among those
present
are some
the most
famous and distingue
d hemists ami
manufacturers of Cur"!'and the
United States.
i
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MAYOR

AND HIS COB

I

PIPE

DOCTORS MEET
IN ANNUAL SESSION.
Birmingham, Ala.. April 17.
Medical Association of Alabama o

ALABAMA

Tin-Stat-

here today,
ineeth ill animal
and about
memi.rs of the so
ciety, represent inn every district in
The
the state, are in n'tctidanre.
local members Lave made unusually
etioits to eti'e;tain the visiting members and have arranged a i'.ne
program. Among tic entertainment
and
a b.g
feature will
a' the
and an afternoon )" t ' n
.,ir:.-i-iM-

'
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amid an enthusia
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the usual cer. ij
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eil to use his r
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St. Louis Wool
l.oir.h. M l. A;-- :i

Market.
17

and uncliaugi

Wool

.!.

mar-stead-

New York. Anrll 17. The nnthra.
Cincinnati, Ohio, April 17. The
cite operators who held a meeting state senate had no authority to auhere today, are reiiorted tn hnv de thorize such an investigation of the
cided to reject absolutely the miners' j public officers of Cincinnati and Ham
iaiesi proposition, and t, ndhere to ilton cuuniy, ns was carried on by tne
their own former proposal. Two op- Drake committee, according to a deerators are authority for the state cision by tho common pleas court :f
ment.
this city today.
The decision was made in the case
FRENCH STRIKERS ATTEMPT
of Charles Davis, cashier of the First
TO BLOW UP CHURCH. National bank of this city, who reliens. France. Anrll 17. Strike item. fused to appear, and was arrested.
onst rations have been resumed here. The court holds that tho committee
At Montigny, an attempt, was made to had exercised Judicial and not legisblow up the church.
Serious dam lative power, and that the senate was
age was none and a number of ar- without the right to authorize an Investigation of the kind conducted.
rests were made.
The cashier was right In refusing to
answer tho information requested, beFOUR KILLED IN FIRST
FIGHT WITH STRIKERS. ing of a confidential nature between
Jo'iinstcwn, Pa., April 17. After the bank and Its customers.
weeks of anxiety, the situation brought
about by the controversy of the coal RAILROADS CAN'T PLEAD
IMMUNITY. AS MEAT TRUST.
miners with the operators culminated
In a riot at Winver, near this city.
Kansas City, Mo.. April 17. in the
Three are dead and a numlier were rebate cases before the United States
injured, and throuehout the night the district court here today, the plea
town was patrolled by an armed of immunity filed by the railroad comguard.
panies on tho basis of the decision
The shooting was brought about by by Judgo Humphrey at Chicago, in
upon
an assault
the jail, made by the the beef trust cases, was denied.
striking miners, who attempted
to
The decision rendered today, which
rescue their comrades wno had been was by Judge Mcpherson, of Iowa,
arrested.
sustains the demurrers of the governTho dead are principally foreigners ment to the immunity pleas filed by
and were miners on a strike. They the Chicago & Alton railroad, John
are Pletro Martini, Antonio Mazuca D. Falthford, former vice president,
and Paul Zills. Curtis Kester, aged and F. A. Winn, former traffic mana10
years, a bystander during the ger of that road.
trouble, vtas shot through the bowels
and wilt probably die. The situation STRUCK BY A CAR
is serious. The sheriff has been summoned from Somerset, to take charge
AND SEVERELY INJURED
of affairs and the governor bas been
asked f ir troops. This morning all Is
Yesterday afternoon at 4:40 o'clock
quiet and no further trouble Is exJose Afan4a, a nutlve about 33 years
pected.
of age, was struck, by north bound
A.
traction car No. 1 while attempting to
ROBERT GRAU WILL IMPORT
FRENCH THEATRICAL TALENT. cross Third street at Hazeldine avenue lu' a light spring; wagon, to which
New York, April 17. Robert Grau, was
attached a small pony.
a relative of Maurice Grau, formerly
Arauda was coming off Hazeldine
Opera avenuo
director of the Metropolitan
and the niotorman, thinking
House, who has been principally Idenho would turn down Third street
tified with vaudeville enterprises In that
of attempting to cross In front
this city, sailed today for Paris, on instead
the car, did not slacken speed. The
business connected with his latest en- of
car struck the wagon with great force,
terprise, the
establishment
of a smashing It to pieces and throwing
Theatre Francals In this city.
He the native to the ground, injuring his
states that he has secured a house right leg and severely bruising his
for that purpose and will engage some right cheek. Dr. J. F. Pearce was
of the best French actors and act- hastily summoned and
after mnking
resses to give performances of French an examination of the man's
injuries
plays for the "swell" set of New York.
called an ambulance and had the victim of tho accident removed to St.
Boston Wool Market.
Joseph's hospital.
llostou, April 17. The woul market
Reports from there today state that
Is firm, though
Is Aranda Is progressing nicely and that
quiet. Trading
largely centered about foreign grades no internal injuries are apparent. It
on account of the shrinkage in tho is thought he will soon
be able to
domestic supply.
leave the hospital.

IN

ECCLESIASTICAL

WORLD

EVENTSJFJOMENT
Distinguished Divine on Trial for Denying
Doctrine of Trinity, Divinity of Christ
and the Resurrection.
Dr. Crapsey for twenty-livyears,
Piitavli, X. Y , April 17- .- The
has been the rector of St. Andrew's
clcsiastlcal court, composed of
at Rochester.
There is no
ministers of this diocese of the. 'church
dispute as to what Dr. Crapsey said.
church,
F.piscopal
began, The question at issue Is
Protestant
or
today, the rial of the Rev. Dr. Alger- a.t his prea hi tigs violatewhether
the docnon H. t'rapsey. rector of St. An- trines of tlie church. He is charged,
drew's Kplsciipal church in Rochester, ill addition to having expressed disN. Y.. i n charites, which have been belief in the divinity of
Christ, with
but .denying the conception
loosely
ib si r.
as heresy,
by the Holy
really do ii"t amount to that. The Ghost, the virgin birth, 'the bodily
arraignment or presentation of Dr. resurrection and the doctrine of the
him w ith violaCrap-- ' y only cbari-Trinity.
tion i l.is o: ti inn vow, the canons
of the chinch and the conditions of TROY CONFERENCE HOLDS
ns a leaiin-of iloc- bis
SEVENTY - FOURTH SESSION.
in bis book, "Re-- I
i:i
tri
Saratoga. N. Y., April 17. The
p...:'ici." t hat the incarna- - seventy-fourt- h
Union
annual session of the
tioii i
nutli and tnat the miracles Troy Conference of the Methodist
are
Kpiscopal church opened hero this
ft; v formerly belonged to morning at the First Methodist Kpissection of the copal church, with Hishop Moore of
the eVIell'e
"
chinch. e.!l haing confessionals In Portland, Ore., presiding, and a large
his chinch, That he has now gone number of delegates
in attendance.
over to t he tlu-- extreme lias stirred The morning session was principally
not only his i ongrc;:at ion but church devoted to routine business and concircles in ue ih nil. It was not until ference examinations.
The business
two years '1 o that Dr. Crapsey began of the conference w:ll be continued
to .show any Sibils of a changing be- in the afternoon session. This evening
lief in what, at'' declared to be the there will be a lueei.ng In celebrabasic cloctrn: s of the church. Mat-o- tion of the Conference
Fpworth
d to drift along until League, with .1. K. Mead in the chair.
lers wci" all
last Aj.r.l. when a number of clergy
S. luirl Taylor f New York City will
men of tin church presented a reipicst deliver the principal address.
p
W. D.
La' :u:i to
for an in
The conference will clime on MonWalker of Il.it! i! I. and lie.nl of the day, April :!. Tin-rwill be meetAfter some ings every morning, afternoon and
church in this diocese.
appointed
Walker
L:..t
evening,
it.
some
hives'
highly interesting
and
io programs have been prepared. Among
a comni :" .. it live c!erg men
conu
in!
utter
:nv
:o'i
an
make
the prominent speakers who will ada'ltig the collilllit-'l't- .. dress the conference are the Rev. K.
sidcrahle iu
three ot M. Randall of Chicago; the Rev. C. II.
Mlbtn I'
lM t'i
against a trial. Tyndall of Mount Vernon, N. y.: I,.
lliell' ''..I
tavor of cue. A. liigidow of
president
uis that would of the Conference Laymen's AssociaIf
the del lly- - tion: the Rev. Georg. Klllott of Dehstrict in'M.'d troit; Mrs. c. v. Gristlier, president
and trial and of the Mitii.s'.erV Wives' Association,
Vieldcd.
and otbeis.
ec-fi-

e

ln-,-

'bi-h-

--

I
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BUT

This Was 163 Years Ago, and at His Old

,

I

BY

SOCIETY HE FOUNDED

-

Dur-lan-

HONORED

FACE EACH TIME AFFECTED

WILL SELL ISLANDS

about $l,iiiiO.
The house was occupied by several
native families who were absent at
the time of the tire and Its origin is
not known, although it is thought that
a carelssly dropped match caused the
conflagration.
he house burned very
rapidly and It was impossible to save
any of its contents.
The residence, which was the property of Mrs. Secundum Sllva, will be
rebuilt, at once, it is tinders: ood, and
in the meantime tents will be erected
lor the benefit of the occupants pending the completion nf the building.
This afternoon, Co. .Moore, of the .1.
M. Moore Kealty
company, informed
The Citizen that Mrs. Silva carried an
insurance of $1.iiipii clivived as follows:
On the house, fijim; on the furniture.
Col M'Mir,. wiil probably visit
Mass.; "Repetiof Corn'M-idgetlie ruins in Tij'T.i.-- ; canyon sometime tion ind Van;" ions In Poetic Structhis week when
will give the mat- ture," by Prof. Francis Barton
e
ter his personal attention.
of Havei ford; "The Harod lot 'an
Prototype of Esther and Scbln herSPRING HORSE SHOW IN
-'
NEW YORK OPENS TONIGHT. e.ad ," iy Prof. Paul Haupt of HaitiSo'i' t ern
New York. April 17. The fifteenth more; "An " International
ate, y by Prof. Edward C
d Obser.
annual spring horse show of the
Present
company will open tonight at the Pickering it Cambridge; "The
of the problem Concerning-thstreet, Position
Academy iii"V.--t Sixty-sixt- h
First Principles of Scientific
will' mi doubt, illy attract considerTheory," by Prof. Josiah Royce of
able attention. The exhibits include Cambridge;
"Notes on a Collection of
The following
in all forty classes.
judges have been selected for this
Saddle horses, (ieiieral MEMBERS OF TAFT PARTY
occasion:
John 1!. Castleinan. Robert MacKay
ARE STILL MARRYING.
and Walter .1. lvek:
New York, April 17. Miss Mignon
and appointn ietits. Charles F. Maker.
Critten. eldest daughter of Mr. and
R. A. Fairbanks and John 1.. Coua-wajumpers and polo Mrs. De Erees Critten of (!l" tiles
hunters.
Jr.. S. T. tHall. Staten Island, will he married
ponies, Rirl.ai
Ne'.n,
his evening, at her home to Swan-e- r
llurkamp.
H.
A'iUets and Charles
The prizes amount to more than Sherley, who comes from an old Keii- lucky family. Both were inemhers of
S'l.ooo.
the Taft party.
Chicago Live Stock.
MISS MADELINE LAUGHLIN
C.i'le- Chicago. ."'''l 1T.
WEDS A MINISTER TONIGHT.
mvkct steady
ceip's feaclie.i
Pittsburg. Pa.. April 17. The wedan
(:l,l"(i t'
beeves.
1
$1.7.-j
s'or'.fS and ieedef.-- . ding of Miss Madeline Laughlin and
Vi'i.'i.
.1 4.7":
the Rev. Maitl.ind Alexander, pas'or
Tcuivs. $...
Sact-market of the Eitst Presbyterian church oi
".""":
Receipts.
strong; sh.-- ;, f :! il "
Limns. this c:!, will take place this
10

congress a bill which should embody
the features suggested at the convention. The committee recently met in
Chicago and In a thorough and painstaking fashion sought to prepare the
bill, which should at once he protective of the policy liolders and fair and
just to the insurance companies, and
which should prevent the graver evils
and abuses of the business and at the
same time forestall any wild or drastic legislation which would be more
harmful than beneficial.
1 ue proposed bill is discussed
at
length in the accompanying letter, by
Superintendent Thomas E. Drake, of
the department of insurance for the
District of Columbia. I very earnestly hope tnat the congress at Us
earliest opportunity will enact this
bill into law, with such changes as
its wisdom may dictate. I have no
expert familiarity with the business,
but I have entire faith in the right
purpose
judgement and single-mindeof the Insurance convention
whicn
formulated the measure herein advocated.
W are not to be pardoned
if we fail to take every step in our
power to prevent the possibility of
any repetition of such scandals as
those tnat have occurred in connection with the insurance business, as
disclosed by the Armstrong committee. (Signed)
THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
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Washington, D. C, April 17. Senator Ileverldge and RepresentatlTe
Prick of Indiana, have returned from
the republican state convention
of
their state, and arrangements Time
been made for another conference on
the statehood bill. Senator Newlands
of Nevada, hag been named in tho
place of Senator Patterson of Colorado, who attended the first conference, so that all the conferees we
now In Washington.
It Is expected
that the next meeting will be Thursday.
There Is less hope of an agreement
now than when the bill was first put
in conference.
Inquiry amcng the
senators who supported the Foraker
amendment has developed the fact
that they are rather tenacious for
the last amendment, and insist upon
a separate vote. Tho house conferees
seem more disposed to stand for their
original bill than they were before,
which if maintained
by both, will
mean an agreement.
It would look, from this telegram,
that Arizona interests had been fighting the first Foraker amendment,
which the house had about agreed to
accept. Hence, In compliance with
wishes of these Interests, senate conferees now demand the second amendment. The result may be that the
bill will die In committee and Oklahoma be kept' out as well as New
Mexico.

;

Housa Maritime Bill Substituted.
By a vote, ot 172 to 27, the hoiibe
today substituted the house national
maritime bill Tor the senate bill. The
bill will now go to conference,
Coinage of Minor Coin.
When the senate-metoday,! the
house bill providing for the coinage of
minor coins was taker up and passed.
The bill Increases' to 200,000 the appropriation for the purchase of metal
for this coinage, 'and authorized coinage at the San Francisco, Denver and
New Orleans
mints in addition to
the Phlladolp&ia mint. Tillman then
called up the resolution directing the
committee on finance to make inquiry
concerning political contributions hjr
national banks.
c

,

ANDREWS INTRODUCES MORE
BILLS FOR NEW MEXICO.
Special to The Kvening Citizen.
Washington, D. C, April 17. Tne
meeting of the statehood conferees
has been postponed until Thursday.
Andrews haa Introduced In the house
a bill allowing New Mexico legislators $10 per day, and a bill to allow
school districts
of not less than
5,000 population to Issue bonds, by a
vote of the tax payars, not
to exceed In amount 6 per cent of the
taxable values of the district m
bear nire than 6 pcrcentintert
proceeds to be used in purch
lands and erecting school houset
two-third- s

MAD RUNAWAY ON

RAILROAD AVENUE
The snap of a whip in the bands of
C. W. Hunter and the nerve and decisive action on the part of W. C.

Warllck, a salesman for the Emmons
Furniture company, yesterday afternoon a few minutes before 0 o'clock
stopped what might have been a most
disastrous runaway. A team of draft
horses hitched to a wagon loaded with
laths started at the railway tracks and
ran west on the avenue at a rapid
gait. The driver lost his hold on tho
lines at the start, and fell to the
ground with several bundles of laths.
As the wagon bounded from side to
side, lathes were strewn on every side.
The team made for the part of tho
avenue most thickly packed with vehicles ami pedestrians. On they went
with great fury, wavering from side to
side, laths were strewn on every side,
wall; waving their arms In au effort
to stop tliein. The heavy wagon barely missed the frail bearings of several
buggies diiven by women and carrying
women nnd children. Those who saw
the mad dash held their breaths with
fright as tin- runaways increased the
speed of their flight and drew on toward where the avenue was almost
wholly congested with traffic. A catastrophe seemed inevitable, when C.
W. Hunter ran out from the sidewalk
In front of Simon
Stern's clothing
store and with the long lash of a whip
struck smarting blows In the face of
the runaway horses. The blows turned
the maddened animals toward the al
ley, which runs to the north at this
point and they made for It. They
slackened their speed on making the
turn sufficient to allow W. C. Warllck,
who was standing near the alley, to
reach ihi'ir heads. Crabbing the bridle
bits. Mr. Warllck was able to bring
them to a dead stop by a few short
and vicious terks.
-

FURTHER NEWS FROM
KEARSAGE

ACCIDENT

(linntanao. Cuba.. April 17. Anoth
er otlicer. according to reports, receiv
ed here, is dead as a result of the
'iccideiu on the battleship Kearsace.
The ten sailors who were injured are
elieved to be in a serious condition.
The 1h1 is of seven victims have
here.
Interred at the naval cnn-terThis accident occurred last Frilly at Cub'bra, just at tae close of
A
Kv ii'sai'e ' itget prac'ice.
liaigc of powder eKpioded, killing
and wounding many. The vessel waa
not injured.)
I
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COST OF SEWER AND STREETS

Maintenance' of Police and
Fire Departments Detailed in Reports.

New

The Evening Citizen publishes in
this article the annual reports of City
Clerk Lee, showing the financial condition of the city and the amounts
collected from various licenses: the
report of Street and Sewer Commls
sterner Tierney, which makes
very
interesting readine. showing th
ex
pensos of both the street and sewer
departments; the report of City Marshal McMillin, which goes into details, showing the amount of money
collected and expended, and other
iiicis pertaining to this department;
,!
the rni'nrt nf Wro f'M.if
in it the chief urges the council to
purchase a fire engine; also the re
port or uuilding Inspector YV'hitcomb.
All the reports were read last night
before the nbl nnnril
mil nf pv.
istence, and are here published for the
oenent ot readers of The Evening

lots; perfectly level; water from the city reservoir-ligh- t
from the Electric Light company; $25 to $150 per lot; Terms'
$5 per month. No Interest on Deferred Payments

H. B. FERQUSSON, President

REPORT OF CITY CLERK

Tho financial rcnort for the unst
year, as read to the council last night,
.
follows:
The Year's Financial Report.
To the Honorable Mayor and Members of the Council of tlie City of
Albuquerque.
Gentlemen At the request of the
chairman cf the finance committee I
have prepared a statement showing
receipts and disbursements of the
city, for the past year and actual balances at the beginning and end of
the year, after deducting outstanding
warrants.
The period or time covered bv- - the
report of receipts is from April 15,
1905, to April 13, 190fi, and for disbursements from April 1, 11)05, to
April 1, 190G.
Tho treasurer's report of April 15.
mot. shows a balance on hand of
$6,071. SI: from this should be deducted outstanding warrants at that
time to the amount of $727.69, leaving
a balance on hand of $3,344.12.
Receipts.
Cash balance in various
April
13,
funds
1905.
after deducting outstand
ing warrants
$ 5.344.12
From taxes
33.fifi6.fi3
From city clerk
17.320.75
From city marshal
8.142.50
From building inspector . .
104.00
From water
Supply Co
(by clerk)
625.00
From pound sales
4.50

2!)7fi, 297S to 3008, both
'inclusive, 3010 to 3017,
3019,
both
inclusive.

2'2-inc-

Uplit

Water
Printing
Benevolent Association ....
Stationery
Pound Master
Fuel
City building supplies and
repairs
Legal expenses
Licenses refunded
Analysis of water for typhoid

115.50

REPORT

22.50

979.80

Till

renfiri

OF STREET
'

nf

lh.

BOSS

ulrniU onmn,!..

siomr to the city council last night.

que, X. M.

230.00
30.00

of tho

circi

on.i

anrl wnrlr dnno
in full below:
Mavor nrA Uom.

Council,

Albuquer--

'

Oentleinen I beg leave herewith to
submit my report for tho past year.
In figuring expenses for tlie year
225.00
I have figured tho same by quarters,
173.00 which would make tho year end with
60.00 April 1, liluO.
My salary as

-

one-thir-

$7

30.00
$7,350.00
1.6S3.32
1,122.23

.$57,445

ham

on

April
$

.32S.2:;

The m asuri-- s re) rt hlmwi a hatThis is
ance on hand of $0.oe2.1H.
made up of the balance of tin various
funds, as follows:
$ 4.525.0S
Central fund
2,S55ii4
Construction city ball
241.50
Funding Ixmds. V.f.i. 4s
Funding bonds, 1
5s.... i3.br
23 1.4 i
Funding bonds, i:ml. 4s
30S.12
Viaduct bonds, T,s
1

e

s

$:i.O02.V.i

Tlie alanci .s f the various issie s
in tho.--e
are not
of biiiels
eouneil would rder
funds and if
to geiU'ral fund,
same transferri'ii
in
amounts could then be
me. ins warrants drawn
tha'
fund.
lialame as shown bv treas$ 0,002.19
urer
Outstanding
warrants. Nos.

-

l

.

."

17SS,

2013.

2'j5

1,679.

Number committed to the grand
Jury, 18.
Number sent to county jail from
30 to 90 days, 43.
Attached to this report is a statement
showing
charges preferred
against parties arrested.
Respectfully submitted,

!.
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Dissovery

There are two classes ot remedies: those of known quality and which are permanently beneficial in effect, acting
gently, in harmony with natute, when nature needs assistance; and another class, composed of inequations of
unknown, uncertain and inferior character, tu tin te mporarily, but injuriously, as art-suiof
the natural
functions unnecessarily. One of the tno.-;- t'.v.eptional of
the remedies of known quality andt-.ce!nee is the ever
yiuiioi n-- s, tnanuractured l v t!:e (..alitorn.a
ft byrup Co., which represents the
itK iplc-- of
plants, known to act most beneficial'
r.t syrup,
in which the wholesome Californi.in
:i
t
tribute their rich, yet delicate, fruitv I1 iv.
it l
remedy
of all remedies to sweeten and refre'-- a;. J
ns the s sit m
gently and naturally, and to assist o::e in
;cun.ii)ej cotibti- pation and the m.inv ills restihiivtlu r. in,"
acti-princi- pies and quality are known to physicians peta raliv atid
the
.
.
rcvMA l. I. .... t
.t .. met
Has
...iicuy
witu tneir approval, ai w t as u ith
l"e IJV0r 01 lnany niillions of well inioneed perM.ns who know
v; vwir own Personal knowledge and from actual experience
,a "'''Mc.tv.eneiir i.i.,itive rcntecty,
e do not claim that
t
v
i.i iuic an manner or ins, nut recommend it lor what it really
represents, a laxative remedy of knou n quality and excellence
'
containing nothing of an objectionable or injurious character
here are two classes of purchasers : those w ho are informed
as to the oualitv' of what- th ev ho nn,t "- n
j '"
i"i me excellence
or articles of exceptional merit,
and who do net lack courage to go
ifiy elsewhere when a dealer offers an imitation of any well known
article; but, unfortunately, there are some people who do not know
and who allow themselves to be imposed upon. Thev cannot expect
its beneficial t
if they do not get the genuine remedv.
10 the Credit of the lirinroistv: r.f
I'nlt.i C,... u :t .. i
that nearly all of them value their reputation f,.r Professional
Ct
integrity and the good will of their customers too hi -- h!v to offer
i
lmit.itmn nf tlm
t

kill couch
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I
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ab-it.a-

KILLED AT ROOSEVELT

News of the tragic incidents, one at
least ending fatally and both of a
painful nature, was received from
Roosevelt, says the l'hoenlx Republican. One was the accidental and
fatal shooting of Mrs. I' earl Hunter
of Claisure, Tex., in from of tho hotel!
THOS. McMILLIN',
.
Marshal. at Roosevelt, and the other was a
runaway Incident at
Tortilla flat,'
some distance this side of Roosevelt,1
REPORT OF FIRE CHIEF
the details of which are as yet lack-- !
ing.
Tb, report of Fire Chief Hurt less
Mrs. Hunter, with luf husband and
to til council last night, covering the i it Me girl
of four years, arrived in
work of the department f r the past. Roosevelt on the stage. Mrs.
Hunter
year. Is as follows:
carried a coat on her arm, in the
To the Honorable Mayor and Council pocket
of which was a revolver. Sht
of the City of Albuquerque:
started tc go ui the stet in front nf
(1. nt lemen
I
herew ith submit my the hotel, when the 'weapon fell
from
annual report for the last year.
the pocket, and striking the steps,
During the year the department re- was discharged.
bullet entord
sponded to a total of 70 alarms, be- Mrs. Hunter's nose,The
ing 4S still alarms and 31 b x alarms, ward, lodged in tb.. and tanging upbran. She died
elevf n of which were falf-ein four or five
The family
The total number of miles run was was en route fromminii
T.
to lyet fl m.
50; '.I.S'iu feet of
hose were He town in Tonto Ita in. north of
laid: IS large chemical tanks were Roosevelt, where ti,.y expected
to
discharged, and 21 small band chem- visit with a family of relatives
icals.
The department worked t;s Hantt. Mrs. h unief w a twenty-on-named
e
hours at fires.
y.ars old. A riamrrV inquest was
The total loss by dr.. during ibe held at once, the
verdict of th' jury
year amounted to $15.533 .35 the to- heing accidental
death.
tal insurance
'1 he
p:tid was
$11,250.57.
other ineM..ni .1 - T'enow...!
h aving a net loss of 5I.5U7 7N.
Roosevelt by teleplmn
and all tbnt
Tlie expense of running the depart- could be learned was iliat a
womiin
ment consisted of i:i!arie, $4.o'.i7.05. and two children, fi a
of the fam- and the running expenses of $l.rioi.5l.
In) lives at
of A. R. Jenkin,.
Roosevelt, and who
well known in
valley, were
victims of a
runaway accident n
Tortilla flat,
The party was in 'ing
toward
and CURE the LUNGS
,
H
anil at son., f lint In t lllt.
m a
vicinity, where the r
runs around
fVITH
a cliff or steep Kl;i,v
tie team be- f ame frightened
plunged
an
over
ihe bank. The occii;
of til
hide went with it. an ail three were
reported seriously bio

y.-

iit-l-

1004,

5'pi,r

fi m

nei-de-

t''

Excess of receipts over
expenditures
I siq nr.
Number of arrests made during the

street and sewer com-- !
missioner I have charged entirely to
the street department, although at
least
liiiirhr mnm tirnnrirlt.I" "l'v
bo charged to tho sewer department;
the same way as to teams, the full
cost of teams is charged to the street
department, although it takes nearly
of the time of one team
to the
while tho team owned
l.y the city and used on the sprinkler
is required to unhitcn and go to tne
tire bouse in case of tires.
I Hiring
the year the following
M reels have been graded:
Fourth strict, seven blocks; Third
street, two blocks; Fifth street, one
black; High street, three blocks; Tijeras avenue, two blocks; Grand avenue, two blocks; Marquette
avenue,
one block;
lt:i.lr ad avenue,
(wo
blocks; ("opp. r avenue, two blocks.
A large proportion of the
above
grading averaged a. fill of from twelve
to thirty-siinches.
i ne following linages were built or
repaired during the year:
One in w bridge on Second stre.t;
one new bridge on High street; uiie
toot bridge on
Edith street; one
1. ridge
on Railroad avenue; twenty-fivoilier bridg-required heavy repairs.
Mad.- exclusive repairs mi the viaduct, ituiij on.aru for city horses.
Street Department Expenses.
Salary street i ommifsioiH r $ I .uyi.iiu
l'o.-- l
of hired tennis and one
man with tiich team
4.42n.ou
Labor hire on streets, etc.... 2.112.07 for
trimming
Labor hire,
noon
trees
I. an r
hire, cleaning
city
A Burets-- ,
llj
ditches
3 THROi
Fe.-for !i nil owned by city
.'10 72 'J XiQ, or
I. uinl.. r pun based
840. 00
.

tnasurer:

ot a,

L

great money making value of the new
discovery, and he lost no time In having hlmseir thoroughly Instructed in
the art. But as soon as he had acquired it, tho skillful employe was an
eyesore to him. He discharged him.
And then It was easy enough to take
advantage of his need, and buy from
him, for only a pittance, a binding
written promise that he would
from all claim to tho scheme in
future.
"As soon as the door closed on the
unfortunate man, Marcel proceeded to
proclaim the new art to the world,
and himself as tho originator of it.
"O, yes, afterward many attempts
were made to right the wrong. But
they wero unsuccessful. Marcel was
securely protected by the papers he
had wrung from tho destitute man.
ow wick in tne woods of Italy,
the peasants often see a brawny fellow wandering from place to place,
begging his way as he goes. He looks
to bo very intelligent.
But if they
stop to talk to him, they find hia
mind is hopelessly gone. That, madam
is tho real discoverer ot the Marcel
wave."
"O, how dreadful!" she exclaimed.
"How cruel!
I har I shall
never
have my hair waved now that I do not
think of him. Such an awful injustice! It never could have happened
in this country."
"O, no, madam,"
acqulseced the
r
with a smile, for he re"Tell mo about it," sho exclaimed, membered that
tho customer's hussinking back onco more into her band was in Standard
Oil. And she
chair.
was such a good customer!
The hair dresser hesitated for just
one fraction of a second, for there
Devil'
Island Torture.
Is no worse than tho terrible case of
were others waiting, impatiently
piles that afflicted me ten years. Then
I wa sadvlsed to annlv Biirltlpn'B Ar
iter husband was in Standard Oil.
"The man wim invented the mar- - nica Salve and less than a box per- c,lre(1 ,ne' wrllea L. S. Na- eel wave, for I think it is not too much manen-tl- y
.
.
t
nier
Rlicles. K. Tfoala nil wnnnila
....t mauam,
iu nay iiivemeu,
was an ltal-i- f 1)Urns
and seres like magic. 25c at all
Ian working in tho establishment of
druggists.
Mnrroi
;
rintflr irlvr mnnr.ni..
"Marcel. wna
..
ny a
.vv.u6u,tu me
want act.

FEMALE TRAVELER

113.52

700.00
120.00
12.50

,L.

M(LS5

two-third- s

15, i:

I

'

covering exnensi.u
1,250.00 sewer departments
541.00 last year, is given
59.75 To the Honorable
bers of the City

Library fund
Park fund

CZy IT

s

308.03
510.00
18.10
105.70

Total paid by warrants. .$17. 2S3. 12

Italanc,

nif0l1urer'

i"-"-

..551.

lS.r.o
4.500.00

mum

ui

THE STORY

s.

j

24.05
1,904.51
325.15
1,429.42
3.794.25

4.60

ftfflp.il MpwmnMlMlimm

Tffi"1.

iipPi wwm

1.200.00
300.00

91.85

replant expert
Water
ports
Building sidewalks
Election expenses
Printing, binding, etc., compilation ordinances
Receptions Blackamoor . . .
Fair appropriation for lights
etc
In re, City-Lo- s
Griegos and
Barelas ditch
Widening Tijeras road
Obtaining ordinance
books
from other cities
Hospital expense
Purchase city buildin.gr site
Purchase of city dumping
grounds
Census enumerators
Viaduct insurance

D. K. B. SELLERS, Sec. and Manager

.

Attorney
C0Q.no
Physician
300.00
Chemist
250.15
Street and Sewer Commls- missioners
1,000.00
Police Judge
720.00
Police department
6,259.55
Fire department
4,097.65
Street department
8,517.69

Police
Sewer

tn TRAGEDY

h

first-clas-

TSlLwr'Ml?

Jail
Fire

and Treas.

es.

CO.

THE MARCEL WAVE

Disbursen ;nts.

Treasurer

V.-Pr-

Hardware, nails,
pur- including the purchase of 500 feet of
chased
Im.Oo
hose ami loo feet cf chemUlacksruithing, uc, includ-- .
IN
ical hose, also the nurrna.se of
2020, 3022, 3023,
3025,
ing repairs of wagons ....
195.75 horses.
302(1,
3027,
3030,
3031
Harness purchased
62.45
Recommnrtatinns
1,173.90 Veterinarian
and 3032
10.00
I will again call your attention
to
OF
Medicine for horse
2.05 the urgent need of a new fire engine
Balance on band, after
Repairing stand pipes
28.50 and hook and ladder truck.
deducting all outstandCity engineer
7.00
A station In the Highlands, equip-- !
ing warrants
$ 7,S 8.23 Miscellaneous supplies
10. SO ped with a combination
wagon,
is!
Respectfully submitted,
- also recommended, as that part of thej
V.
HARRY
Total
LEE.
.$9,597.69 city is growing ranidlv ami nrironilvl
City Clerk
Sewer Department Expenses
needs better tire protection.
Labor
08.55
I would
call your attention to the
St wer pipe purchased
REPORT O.M LICENSES
3S0.00 need of lull feet (f additional hose, as
Brick work
77.75 we now have only 1,500 feet of hose
Foundry work
63.67 that is
City Clerk Harry Lee makes Uie City engineer
100.011
Respectfully submitted.
following report of licenses, do? tax Blacksmithing,
etc. . .
19.25
A. C. BURTI.KSS.
licenses and dairy cow inspection Plumber
3.00
Chief of Eire Department.
fees, etc., collected frcm April 15, Miscellaneous
supplies
37.20
1905, up to and including April 14,
REPORT OF BUILDING INSPECTOR
1906:
Total
$1,429.42
(.old
ordi- Retail liquor,
Regarding
expense
the
"feed
item
$ 1,950.00
nance), 78
for team owned by city," the amount To the Honorable Mayor and Alder-- J
Retail liquor, (present ordi- men:
looks large, but the feed was purnance), 116
5.800.00 chased by car
Gentlemen I take pleasure in preload lots, and we now
Wholesale liquor, 24 ......
300.00 have on
hand hay and oats for over senting the report of the transactions
Peddlers, 39
487.50 six months.
Respectfully submitted, of this office for the year ending
Butchers, 88
550.00
April 15, 1900. Whole number of
MARTIN TIERNEY,
Slot machines, 66
412.50
Street and Sewer Commissioner. building permits issued. 316: renorted
Pool tables, 42
105.00
value, $493,250; whole number di
One horse drays, 57
142.50
plumbing certificates
issued, 435;
REPORT OF Ctry MARSHAL
Two bourse drays, 09
258.75
whole number of electric Insnertlnn
Hacks, 38
95.00
cei uucaies, zst: wliole
nurnoer or
Pawn Brokers, 8
I lie rcnort
500.00
nf fitv Marshal tv.
Shooting galleries, 2
12.50 McMillin to .he city" council
have
al
Bottling works, 2
"llSt tWe!Vl? mm,1S'
'
aCC0U"1
lhe C"y
Carnival company
Bill pester, 1 . ."
"I hope the marcel wave will never
Auctioneer, 1
M.
' Albu1KirrUP.
oral old and foul out houses changed go out of fashion," she said, as tue
Theater license, 1
60.00; Gentlemen I herewith submit my into regular closets
pressed the last comb
with sewer con- - in place.
Bringing goods temporarily
.
"I wonder who ever inventnil? UOlHf UI mi UJR'IH
iur II IT 1(111 H
into city, 2
200.00 the year ending April 14, 1900:
One unsafe building was bv order ed it. He ought to have grown wealthy
Palmist, 1
25.00
oit of it."
Receipts.
taken
down.
performances
Theatrical
. . .
30.00 Amount of fines col"But he did not." said the hair
Since April 1 ten property owners
Gambling, (old ordinance).
lected
$8,142.50
have been notified to comply with the dresser. "On tho contrary it was the
9
450.00 Pound sales
4.50
..romance requiring fire escapes on means of blighting his life. Lite is
Gambling.
(present
ordi
$S.l 47.00 their buildings.
There are several wors0 than nothing to him now, and
nance), 21
5,250.00
Expenses.
n .l.a
..if hn Iki.1 tint hlwn a.
buildings
more
on
which fire
Dairy cow inspection fees,
moro clever lie might have been
Salaries
should
be
placed,
of
marshal
as
soon
your
and
a3
698 cows
349.00
and regular pononorauie body makes specifications happy In the station ty which he was
Iog licenses
184.00
for
licemen
the building and erection of fire born."
$0,113.30
Sale of copies of compilaescapes, owners of said buildings will
Amount paid spetion of ordinances
20.00
tie notified to comply
cial police
140.25
with the orAdvertising
on
sprinkler
Expenses depart- dinances relative thereto.
wagon
15.00
Very Respectfully,
meat paid quarter
24 1"
A. M. WHITCOMB,
Deposited with treasurer. .$17,326.75
Building, Plumbing and Electrical
Respect fully submitted
oners, 4,827, at 15
HARRY F. L"EE,
cents per meal
24.03
City Clerk.
$7,307.75

Roll-C- lerk

disbursements

M. W. FLOURNOY,

'"TmifraTlT

$05,273.50

Toi.il

50-fo- ot

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS mPROVFM'T

citizen:

Interest m bonds
Exchange, etc. .

Giving Full Description of Property and Key to Prices

Full size

Tlni-tl.ic-

$

HEIGHTS

if

Call at our down town office, 119 South Second Street, in the First
National Bank Building, or at the Branch Office on the "Heights,"
opposite the University, and ask for one of our

Treasury.
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The Financial End of City
Show Funds in the

Tay
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m Genuine Syrup of
Figs
r.,
tv
r,.
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:

:

J

manuf.li-ttire.- l
tne foliC.-.m- t a c:.. Qvr.m
,n.i ;n
to buy the genuine article and to get its benenci.il effects,
onehas only to note, when purchasing, the full name of
tlie Company
California Fig Syrup Co. plainly print.-d.the
irotu oi every package. I'nct-- 5oc per bottle. One
only.
,
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Duty on Hides Hot
Made Dear ILcatlhier

The Citizen Publishing Company
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W. T. McCREIGHT
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SOCIAL GATHERINGS

Report No. 2520.
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Special conclave of Pilgrim
No. ::. K. T., this evening at
That the control of the hide market, and with it the 8 p. m." Woik in he Templar degree.
control of the boot and shoe trade, has passed from Eng- By order ot lie- E. C. .1. C. l'crger,
Kroin the Sister Repuhllcs for April, The Citizen land, is acknowledged. How the change has come about recorder.
makes tho following extract:
the following review from the London Telegraph will
The Ancient Order of United WorkThe qualities ef tho (luayiile plnnt, or, as it is hotter show :
men will hold an open meeting this
in
Coloradiscovcicd
recently
All
known, the rubber plnnt,
Fellows' hall.
"Not. so many years ago Continental and American evening in OddDegree
of Honor are
do, have been known to tho Spaniards mul .Mexicans
Workmen and
since tho year 1M2, nc cording to V. H. Webb of the leather alike had a, deserved reputation for Inferiority, invited to In- present.
O
Webb Shoo company. Denver, and Charles V. Lcklmrt, ot for light skins as well as for the heavier varieties emllegular review ot Alamo Hive, LadDeadwood, S. 1., who have returned from nn extensive ployed for footwear and for belting fur machinery. The les of the Maccabees, was held this af1rip through the Mexican republics. "Down at C.omez foreign material was
Felall badly tanned, spongy In texture, ternoon at -- :" o'clock In Oddregular
Talaclo, In the state of Durango, Mexico, ihere is a lar.ue
hall, at. which time the
lows'
rubber factory turnins out a ton of pure rubber every unci the hides always failed to stand the test of our damp monthly tea was served, members only
day, and the company, although in operation only a year, climate. Put since that period the foreign tanners and being in attendance.
v
lias found it necessary to plan extensive additions to curriers have made great progress in their crntt. The
A meeting of the program committheir plants," said Mr. Webb. "All the rubber from this fact appears to be that the English merchants have prac- tee of the Woman's club was held last
factory is shipped to London firms, who are anxious to tically let the control of the bides mil skins trade slip evening at the home of Mrs. George
secure large shipments, as the rubber is in great demand. out of their hands. Germany and America have usurped F. Albright at which time the work of
There Is another factory in Mexico, the capacity of which the foremost position in the market. It Is siatod that the making up the literary year book for
year was
1s one ton a day, but we did not visit this on our trip. hides of American live cattle sent to this country to he tho coming fiscal
The factory In the state of LMirango Is operated b y'wof killed and eaten are, by prearrangement, all sent back
German?, Otto Koehler and Otto AVnhrmund, of San An- across tho Atlantic, there to be tanned, and mayhap
celebration of their fifth wedding
to England as leather or In boots and shoes. All anniversary
tonio, Texas. We were assured by them that the secret
Mr. anil Mrs. I). A.
of the rubber plant had been known In Mexico since the around the African coast are to be found the American
entertained a number of their
and friends at
year 1002 and that, different processes had been tried for and the German traders, industriously buying hides
their home on West Gold
'
avenue last evening. The homo was
the extraction of the rubber gum. It was not until recent skins and almost anything that will sell besides.
manuThese facts may help American boot and shoe
years that a commercial product could bo manufactured,
decorated for the cocasion and the
and the indications are that grazing land accounted of facturers to understand the situation. As the high price event was a delightful affair.
England as well as In prolittle value will become valuable when cultivated to sup- of hides prevails in free-trad- e
evening at 8 o'clock there will
tecting America, there must be some other cause than be This
ply the Guayule plant to tho rubber factories."
meeting
a
of Albuquerque Lodge,
One naturally asks himself: If this plant grows In the tariff that produces these high prices. The manu- No. 336, 1. O. B. B., at which time
Mexico and in Colorado, does it not grow or can it not he facture of boots and shoes Is also prosperous in America, all members are urgently requested to
made to grow In New Mexico also? The supply of rubber while in England it is depressed. Hut. the chief good to be in attendance as there are matters
cannot begin to keep pnee with the demand, while old be derived from knowing present conditions In England of vital Importance to the lodge to be
rubber of any kind can be sold at good price. If this will be the opportunity It affords the manufactures In discussed. By order of the president.
Guayule plant can be produced In New Mexico, a new and America to take advantage of the situation and push the Samuel Neustadt, secretary.
profitable industry would be dded to the varied re- trade they have already gained.
The entertainment committee of the
sources of the territory. Who knows anything about it?
Commercial club
dance tomorrow
ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION.
evening is working hard to make this
According to a special report of the Bureau of ( en- - one of the most successful dances of
n
dance
In
the the year. Being the
Bus on electric light and power development
will be a large number of guests
The visit of Professor Vernon to Albuquerque is im- United States, the largest number of stations in 1902 was there
present
night and the Comportant in more aspects than one. His being here shows In Illinois, followed by Pennsylvania, New York, Ohio, mercial tomorrow
members
club
will see to it
club
Michigan,
order
Indiana, Iowa and Wisconsin in the
an Intelligent activity on the part of the Commercial
that all are entertained in a royal
which speaks well for the club and promises largely for named. No other state reached the 150 mark. The New manner.
England states were well supplied with stations. Massathe future benefit of the city.
There was a meeting of the officers
The presence of Professor Vernon is of vital Interest chusetts reported the lnrgest number, then came Maine,
alike to the people of the city and the dwellers In the Vermont, New Hampshire and Connecticut. Among the and directors of the Associated Char
valley. He Is an expert made such by education and southern states Texas led, with Kentucky, Tennessee and ities this afternoon at 3 o'clock, at
which time the committees having in
experience in the matter of Irrigation, and especially of Georgia following. Of the western states, California re charge
the soliciting of funds to carry
.
This
pumping
by
Washported
streams
largest
stations,
underflowing
Colorado,
number
the
of
irrigation from
on the charitable work oi tho organis of prime Importance In this valley. With sufficient ington, Oregon and Montana being next In order. Of ization reported to the association that
water supply, properly distributed, the Albuquerque val- the 1S92 places reported at the twejfth census as having they were still meeting with success.
ley can be made a garden of beauty and productiveness a population of 2500 and over, 1511 had one or more Other matters of Importance were also
from its northern border to the Isleta reservation, sup- central electric lighting stations. Of the places with a discussed at this afternoon's meeting
which was held in the Commercial
porting a' population of thousands and pouring its pros- smaller population, 19t;o had similar stations.
A number of companies supply areas of many square club building.
perity Into the lap of Albuquerque.
O
Professor Vernon can tell us how this may lie miles in which are located scores of cities, towns, IncorThe annual parish meeting of the
In
alike
valley
villages
porated
mere
benecity and
and
hamlets, all enjoying the
brought to pass, and every one
St. John's Episcopal church was held
fits of electricity and constituting a source of income last evening in the vestry rooms of
who possibly can leave home, should attend the lecfor the enterprise. Tho extreme limit of such work at tne churcti at which time nearlv all
ture this evening.
the time of this report was marked by the long distance thoso interested were present. During
Otero Advertiser: For the past few months New power transmission on the Pacific coast, where current the meeting, after the transaction of
Mexico has received a flow of immigration at a rate not from the Sierra was actually delivered for general con routine business the following wer
experienced at any time before. All parts of the ter sumption In San Francisco nnd Sausalito, and was also elected as wardens and vestrymen for
ensuing fiscal year:
ritory have received a share. There is every reason to distributed from the same plants over lines which ramify theSenior Warden
W. J. Johnson.
believe that the Influx of new settlers will continue, for into half the counties of the state of California. The
Warden Felix H. Lester.
Junior
settled-Therwhole aspect of central station current supply In its resome time and probably until the territory is fully
Vestrymen W. P. Fox, T. J. Top
are few states that can show a greater diversity lation to population has in reality been utterly changed ham. R. W. Lyon. A. A. Keen. V. O.
of resources than New Mexico. In this respect it greatly by the development of polyphase power transmission WaUingford.
0
resembles the great state of Colorado. Mining In all of plants. There are tit least lw'io such plants, with lines
Last evening the Ilio Grande Lodge
g
frequently 15 or 20 miles long, in many cases 40 or 00
its branches, general farming, manufacturing,
131,
th(
No.
of
International Associa
and fruit raising will always vie in importance. miles, often 60 or 90 mile?, and sometimes even 150 or tion of Machinists
gave Its seventh
These great branches of industry are merely In incipient 2no miles.
in
ball
annual
prettily
decorated
the
Is
Those transmission enterprises are peculiarly typical ball room of the Elks' theater,
development. Population is what Is needed and it
almost
of the far western states, but are by no means concen 100 couples being present to trip the
only a question of time until s'tatehood will be forced.
trated there, being scattered all over the Union.
light rantastic. 'Jhe floor was smooth,
Carlsbad Argus: The total assessed value of all
the music was good and the danco was
a success from every point of view.
property subject to taxation in the town of Carlsbad, as I
Following were the different commitThere is nowshown by the 1905 tax rolls is $32",C'J5.50.
tees that had charge of the dance:
outstanding an indebtedness or 4 per cent of said amount
Arrangement
Charles,
Schelke,
In county bonds; about 3 per cent of the said amount 'n
chairman;
Coal-Mad- e
George K. Craig, William
Tlhsura
S4eainm
of one per cent in city
school bonds; alout one-ha- lf
Stewart, Fred Birtman, Charles Trapp.
bouds. If bonds should now be Issued to the amount of
Press Bulletin 225.
Kecepuon A. W. Bambrook, peter
0
$33,000 for the purpose of putlng In a water system the
Stewart, Thomas Britton. J. P. Jacob
O0CK0O0XK00O0O0X)OCXCX00
son, M. Hendrickson, S. O. Danielson.
total bonded Indebtedness against the property within the
Floor H. P. Shoupe, John Jacob
town would be over 18 per cent of the total assessed
The most important fact brought out by the investi- son, Del Robinson.
George J. Peacock,
value, or almost fG',000, every dollar of which would be
survey,
gation of coal tests by United States geological
George A. Rutherford, M. M. Hawdrawing 6 per cent Interest,
...
is set forth in tho chapter on producer-ga- s
tests. It is thorne, F. W. Yott, Thomas A. Ins-leCharles A. Hall, F. W. Donovan,
lignites
be used In P. E. Mlllenbaugh, H. J. Bambrook,
can
shown
bituminous
Land
coals
that
and
New
and
Eden
San Juan Index: The
Ditch
company has been Incorporated at Santa Fe. Incorporathe manufacture of producer gas, and that this gas may- tliarles Shelke, Jr., mascot.
tors are W. Goff Black, William T. Allen and Thomas P. be consumed in internal combustion engines for the deMaddox of New Mexico, and Chas E. Clendenny and
ENTERTAINMENT
power, with a fuel ecenomy of over 50 per MUSICAL
Rolert W. Bray of Colorado. The amount of capital velopment of
concent.
It
tests,
by
were
shown
comparative
is
which
stock is fixed at $000,000. The term of existence of tho
BY THE YOUNG LADIES' SODAL
g
corporation Is fifty years. The principal business office ducted by mechanical engineers, that the
ITY, AT ST. MARY'S HALL. ON
will be located at Aztec, San Juan county and W. Goff
APRIL 18.
efficiency of a number of bituminous coals when conBlack Is principal agent. The purpose of the company is verted into gas
and used in the gas engine Is 2.C times
Tomorrow evening at S o'clock in
to construct or cause to be constructed a ditch to convoy-watewhen
is
what
It
used under boilers in the production ot the St. Mary's hall, the Young La
from the Animas river for irrigation purposes and
steam power. The results were measured by the amount tiles' Sodality of the Immaculate
for domestic use.
of electrical horsepower per hour delivered at the switch Conception parish will give a mu
'l
sical i ntertainmeiu
promises to
The exports of lard from the United States in VJOo board. It is realized, however, that in the ease of the be a very creditable that
performance. A
represented 45 per cent of the total value of all hog pro- larger power units with modern triple expansion engines large number of tickets have already
developbeen sold. The curtain will rise at S
ducts exported. The output of peppermint oil In the and steam turbines the difference in horsepower
0 clock sharp.
Follow ing is the pro.
United States in 19i5 Is estimated at alout 233,000 ed would be less.
Importance
Of
obtained
are
scarcely
Kss
the results
gram:
pounds. The United States is estimated to have produced
plant. It has
Part I.
about 41,700.000 pounds of broom corn In 1905. .About in the use of lignite in the
two-thirof the alcohol made in Greece Is distilled from been shown that a gas of higher quality can be obtained a Tipica Polka
R. J. Hamilton.
e
bituminous coals, and
currants. The average annual production is given at from lignite than from
ORCHESTRA.
plant wil!
that one ton of iignite used in
2.500,1100 okes, or 7.000,000 pounds.
First Violin Mr. W. MeClellan and
yield as much power as one ton of the best Pennsylvania
Mr. K. Coulodon.
McKinley Republican: The children of the Methodist or West Virginia bituminous coals used under boilers.
See, m,l Violin
Miss Adele Cirard,
appears,
in
It
when
fact,
value
in
decline
as
coals
that
Episcopal Sunday school have set out a number of shaue
Miss Josephine Harris and Miss Hain
by
their steam raising power they increase
zel l.andon.
trees la the church yard. The row of trees extends all measured
These investigations
First Mandolin Miss Nina Perea
the way around the church and when a couple ef yiars value as fuel for the
old the trees will begin to add to the appearance of the have been of inestimable value In showing how the large and .Miss Margaret Maher.
Second
Mandolin
Miss
Gillian
church property and will shade the building during the beds of ligniate found in many of the western states may Kiel,-,and Miss Josephine McDonald.
summer months. The children' worked hard to set out. be profitably utilized. It has also been demonstrated that
I'i.ino
Miss
Bertha
Wardell.
the trees but if they live the Sunday school scholars will producer gas can be used advantageously In burning clay Vina! 'Solo Sleepy Time"
products and in many other metallurgical operations.
have done their part in the beautifying of the city.
Edward Walt
Worthy of mention is the fact that already 11 or
Miss Colllie Prickle! f.
n, ore difi'eit r.t companies are reported to be making pro- - l
l'armington Hustler: Kate news from the a t
S !o
Capriccioso".
.
"Rondo
r purposes, and others are endeavoring
i'lecrs for ;
11!C
conclusively that the St. Louis, liocky Mountain i.
Mendelssohn
'
w
i
pe
ii.
ISoatright.
h
St
Mia
Mis
railroad now building from Des Moines on the Co ado
I'
I...-- .
.! ton
i.'.
i.areau
& Southern toward this valley, is a Hock Island move.
BE A CONSISTENT BOOSTER.
Miss Josephine
The purchase of some 800,000 acres of coal lands in ColV
Solo "Tara's Harp''
'lioost ing N a slang word that fits admirably into
fax county and other moves indicate that we may
Marion L. Wilson.
Aun ietin speech.
copt ttiis road to push on through to
There Is no other that quite conveys
1' .no. Mrs. Ira I). Cassidv.
and the Pacific before another two y :trs roll the meaning. The word "jolly" is another bit of colloquil-isI'. .i ,. Siilo "Old Black Joe"
around.
useful in its way. But there Is a wide difference be- j
Gimtxl
tween a i'lily and a boost. To lollv is to Hatter. To
"Irand Paraphose Concert.!
Itatou Reporter: Alarm over the condition of our boost is to put forth a sincere effort. The jollier uses
Miss Dora lleauchamp.
lime "Sand lphan''
county court house Is daily increasing and it is certain his lips only. The' booster acts from the heart. The lat- I'Loins fellow
that the building must soon be torn down. In general ter is sincere. He believes, therefore, he boosts. He has
Mellenbaugh. Mis E. Maloy.
terms, nearly every citizen who has seen the ond; lions a good n n on for boosting. That which he boosts de-ri. Maher. Miss T. Garcia. M.ss
to lie boosted.
of the building has expressed himself to the effect that
V
Miss S. An'oine. Miss A.
'ard.
Take the man who boosts his town. It is the cemer
the building bhould come down at the earliest moment
V
ne. Miss A. Sliinick, Miss A.
practicable and that a new building be erected a; b ast of the universe to him. His property is there. His home.
Miss F. Apod.ica.
Miss
':t.
two block east of the present location upon a si'e where Hts future. Even his grave. He boosts bis town be'!
Maher.
cause it is his town and because he believes it Is worth
a good foundation can be secured.
by Miss Comic It.,, klett.
loosting. He is an admirable fellow, the booster. SomePart II.
Estancia News: The influx of settlers into the
times he may appear io be a ' knocker," but the knocker l't .,, j mo "Poet and Peasant". . . .
Stippi
All is the opposite of the booster. He knocks
ecauso he is-valley seems just to have begun in earnest
A. Shlnlck and Miss p. lleaubooster. He wants better government. He knocks In
the land within several miles of Estancia has been tiled
champ.
on and the settlers are now locating north and east ot order that he may boost. When things are put right he V.
t! Solo
"The Hai r) and tho
town. Tho finding of water near Moriarty at a depth begins to boost again.
One of th' beauties about boosting your community,
of seventeen feet has attracted tho attention ef settlers
and Mrs. Ira P. Cassi.iy.
to that locality, a number of locations having In en made for instance, is the reaction of it. When you boost your
',. Gestures
there.
town you boost yourself. And boosting makes the booster
Si do
"The Clan of Mi G a ire"
happy. A newspaper writer says boosting is the soul ot
Marian L. Wilson.
with work. That is a tine definition. Work, effort of any son
Socorro Chieftain: Socorro Is to be
iin Mrs. Ira P.
ion "Life in a Hotel"
one more Important step of progress. The city is now without enthusiasm, is but a tread-mil- l,
a dreary round
Miss Annie BockL tt.
connected with several of the foremost cities of the of commonplace. There is no soul In it. Work without
Solo la Kesta. .Edward Hoist
territory by means of lonu distance telephone. Even the soul In it ii drudgery, lie a booster; put soul Into effort
Miss Annie Kortit r.
most cuhiial observer must recognize the fact that the and thus every boo.-- t In behalf of your town, or your
Dream Waltz
ioned
Coin City is experiencing a revival that promises much church, or your cause whatever it may be will becotm
It. I Hamilton
a constant series ot happy accomplishments.
for the uear future.
Orchestra.
Buslnesn Manager

President
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Why Hot Here

Suits

i

Nothing more

A.
avciage
small
boy than the BLOUSE
Y&rA CTTrr t..
i
2
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.
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sian Blouse Style with
Bloomer
- Pants. ie
t
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Mv Store is headminr- -

Mac-phers-

Elear Prof. Vernon

becom- -

fg ters for Boysf and Chil
dren s Clothing, Hats,
Caps, Shoes and Shirts

XXEAGOOf)

MAM

Mo

Fine Clothing and
Furnishings

Fine

Clothing and
Furnishings

mmnmraffm

INTERPRETATION

post-lente-

DIFFICULT

PASSAGES

PERFECT

RENDERED WITH THE

I

GREATEST EASE

This can be said of the latest and most wonderful automatic
'
musical instrument in the world

THE FARRAND

CECILIA ft

Piano

Self-Playin- g

There Is an inherent love of music In all of us, and most of us have
outlines earnestly wished we could not only have tho pleasure of
listening to music hut could make it for ourselves.

The "FARRAND CECILIAN
Self-Playi-

Piano

ng

makes it possible for this desire to be completely gratified. May we
not tell yon more about It?
See the Farrand Cecilian
Piano and the genuine
HIGH GRADE CHICKERING BROS.' PIANO.
Self-Playi-

e
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Producer Gas Cheaper
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power-producin-
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Not only weans the
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best shoes but it stands
equally for honest
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pairs men's fine shoes
1000 pairs women's fine shoes
IOOOjpairs misses' and children's fine
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give you an inkling of the
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shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and
caretully inspect the shoes
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themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.
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once yearly and open
season with new goods.
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Karm-inglo-

206 West Gold Avenue.
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DEALERS.

o.

high-grad-

--

THE SQUARE MUSIC

Exclusive Representatives

stork-raisin-

0
0

0

Will. CHAPLIN

0

NOTICE.
am prepared to take parties of any
number to any point in the mountains,
wagdurius the coming season, in uiy
onette, the ".Minnehaha." at reasonaU C. WAlUnVELL.
ble rates.
SJ3 South Arno street.
I

Try a Citizen want ad.

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

MEL IN I & EAKIN,

Wholesale liquet and

Ciar

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet &
Chandon White Seal Champagne, 1st. Louis A. 13. C Bohemian and
Jos. Sehlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and diutrlbutors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue asd
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street. Albuquerque, New Meilc.
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SCOTTY"

EQUIES OF RETIR-

of tho well known actresses of the
stage, and J11 take part in the play
this evening.
Leo C. Boll, besides "Scott y," Is the
leading man and Is very clever, while
Miss Ailleen Mnv is really the hading
lady In the production.
W. L. Ray la the comedian; Win.
Webb, the character man, and Fred
Wilson, the mining expert.

AND

COMPANY TONIGHT

ING CITY COUNCIL

At

the

Elks

Theatre-Giv- es

Out an Interesting

Swearing In of the

New-M- ayor

Interview.

Maps Out WorK

Drastic Fire Escape

For Ensuing Year

DOVr

LIKE

CHEAP

BERNALILLO

The "Scotty, King of tho Desert
Mine'' company arrived in tho city last
evening in their special car and took
TinMessrs. Noa llield, R. V. 1). Bry;tn. apartments at the Savoy hotel. Topublic manirYkted very little
or no Interest in the ohseuules of thcj.M. E. Hickey.
night the entire company including all
The library board was not namr-u-. tho special features- will bo seen at
old (iiuneil last night and tho birth
of the new. Only half a dozen gal-- : the mayor stilting: that hp desired to the Elks' theater for one performance
lery gods w itnessed the spectacle, and find if possible, pivple for this board only.
thev were present because they had a who would attend its meetings
"Scot'y" after a night spent in
The Council Committees.
"fish to fry.'
"high-rollinwas abed until 11
fol
mayor
the
announced
D.
A.
field,
then
real
The
the
by
I'ortel
!'d agent, a small delegation ol lowing- standing committees of n, o'ebick this morning at which time he
estate
presented himself in the lobby of the
South Walter street residents were new council:
hotel and expressed his ever ready
Finance Learnard, N'eustadt and willingness
present to petition, the council to have
to be interviewed.
Harrison.
a. water main laid o:i their street.
I'm
"Yes,
out. but brother Bill is still
.
Lcarn-ardHanley,
Heaven
and
conapicucuanc
Streets
ss of this
The only
behind the bars in San Bardoo (meanmeeting over any ordinary meeting
ing ian Bernardino), and he's goln' to
l'ollct Neustadt, Isherwood and stay
of the council was tho large number
there until the trial comes up. He
of city officials present, and they were Wilkerson.
he wouldn't come out If the lait
Fire Department Hayden, Ixarn-ar- says only
there to make their annual reports
thirty cints."
was
and Harrison.
and be rt appointed. All the old offThus "Scotfy" at the Savoy hotel
icials were present to be reappointed
Sewers Harrison, Beaven and Haythis morning talked to a representa
excepting City Physician Elder, who den.
Isherwood, Hanley and tive of The Evening Citizen in refer
Water
was sacrificed by his party making a
ence to the recent arrest of his broth
fusion combine with the democrats. Wilkerson.
Grievance
W'ilkerson, Isherwood er. Bill Keys, and himself on warrants
lr. C. If. Cams succeeds Dr. Elder.
charging them with conspiracy to InThe final business of the old coun- and Hanley.
Uuildlng, Light, and Fuel Beaven, jure or kill Warner Scott, and In
cil was to pass upon the annual
speaking of the damage suit brought
of the several departments of Hayden and Isherwood.
It will be noted by readers that against them by Warner Scott and
the city government and pass an
damages.
amendment to the pauper dead or The Evening Citizen forecasted with Owens for $232,000 to
It. When the
"There's nothing
dinance, which provides for a specific great precision the appointments of
four wit
the above committees in yesterday s time comes we willto have
burial of the bodies.
prove that Bill
nesses on the stand
It was moved that the old council issue.
Keys was thirty-fiv- e
miles away when
adjourn. Previous to the vote on the
the shooting took place, and that
Want Water Mains Extended.
quest Ion, ""Mayor McKee thankrd the
It was on the completion of the or Brother Bill was thirty miles away
couucilmea for the uniform courtesy
at sun
he had received during his two years ganization of the new council that from the scene of the ahootingplace,
so
when the attack took
of office. The council In chorus, said Mr. Porterfleld petitioned the council down,
to force the extension of the water you see, if anybody Is guilty I am the
"ditto."
mains down on South Walter street one, and not Brother Bill or Keys, and
New Officers and Members Take
He called attention to the fact that I could not have shot Brother Warner
Oath,
along with him
During the short recess that inter-- ! 'his same matter was brought before because I was riding up
when ho was
"We
fixed
Warner
past,
but
year
retiring
a
council
the
vened between the old council and
brought
Barstow and
him
to
shot
and
matter.
nothing
was
in
ever
the
done
A.
E. Walker
the new, Probate Clerk
to a hospital in Lob Angeles
administered tho following oath to He stated that the people of South thence
the doctors $1,000 to take care
the new officials and incoming mem-Jier- Walter street were ready to assure Iof paid
and toTd him I'd fix him up In
him
per
6
company
the
on
Wlater
cent
the
beginning with Mayor McKee.
worldly
goods as soon as he got well
upon
conditions
investment,
and
these
This oath was as follows:
got
hospital hangers-o- n
those
Well,
no
reason
why
wishes
of
saw
he
the
Oath of Office,
sny
Warner,
of
those
several
around
complied
people
not
be
'nav-inthe
should
I,' (name of official or member),
ster lawyers than ain't worth 30 cents
been elected to the office of (title) with.
"We are suffering for water. The apiece got to him and convinced him
in the county of Bernalillo, territory
he ought to have a big juicy lump
of New Mexico, do solemnly swear improvement of our property is be- that
mv coin, and he sued.
that I am not the holder of any pub- ing retarded because of the lack of of "Scottv"
laughed us though the
lic moneys due to the territory of It, and we feel that it is due us that memory of it was funny. Then, his
prompt
given
be
atten
New Mexico, or any county thereof, this matter
facial expression changed and with
which Is unaccounted for;1 and that I tion," said Mr. Porterfleld
his voice, he said:
The mayor referred the matter to world of sarcasm indying
will support the constitution of the
man the Call
"And that's the
United States and faithfully and le- the water committee.
talking about but
Alderman Ixarnard read a commit' fornia papers keep dying
gally discharge the duties of said ofhe's got his
all the time he's
fice io the best of my ability, so help nieation from the Retail Merchants hand out behind him in my direction
association, requesting the council to
me God. (Signature.)
It's
and hollering 'nuney, money!'
The new council took Its position have safety appliances provided for got so every time I shake hands with
around the official table, from right to the railroad crossings at Mountain a man he turns around and presents
left, as follows: Harrison, Hayden. road and Tijeras avenue. The mayor me with a bill for all the way from $1
I,earnard, Hanley, Neustadt, Beaven, referred the communication to the to $100.
grievance committee, with the request
Isherwood and Wiilkerscn.
"They started out several years ago
that the Santa Fe officials be seen at trying
On motion of Alderman
to locate my Death Valley mine
Alderman Wilkerson was
elected once in reference to the matter,
to It now than
Mayor McKee then called attention and they're no closer
president of the council by a vote of
Valley
to a number of Important matters of when they first began. Death
seven yeas and one no. It is
is some 3uo miles long, a big weird
that Mr. Wilkerson cast the city government that he would like to waste of country, and if you get away
"no." vote himself, and this was the have attended to during the ensuing from the water holes ita ten to one
only question upon which the new year.
a. goner.
But me! Why,
He said: "There are some adobe that you're
council did not vote last night as n
buried in earthen
buildings in the middle of South say, i'vo got water country.
unit.
Some of
jugs all over that
Tho beginning was as unanimous as Broadway that ought to be moved out it has been underground for three
They look very badly. I would like years. I've got food cached all over
was the fusion ticket convention.
committee taite the country, too. I disappear and no
All of the mayor's appointments to have the street
were unanimously elected by the this up at once.
knows where I've gone to 'till I
"Gentlemen, we have just voted one
council
get back with a bunch of coin. They
The appointments began with the bonds for a new city building, and kick because its cash and not nuggets.
city marsiial and were as follows:
"e quicker we get it the better. I Well, if some bank's lost a quarter of
For City Marshal Thomas McMil- - would like the city marshal, the fire a million, or a train's been held up,
chief and the building inspector to why don't the officials come after me
lin.
For Assistant Chief of Police W. get togetner at once, and find out if they think that's where my money
what we want."
C. Kennedy.
from?
Then the bond issue was discussed, conies
For City Attorney M. E. Hickey.
"The papers! What does some little
but
nothing
decided,
was
definite
as reporter setting at his desk in the city
For City Physician
Dr. D. H.
to whether they should bear 3Vi, 4 or know of what's going on out In Death
Cams.
' For
per
4'
cent
Interest.
Street Commissioner Martin
Valley? I've got a mine out there and
The city clerk was ordered to ad- - when I get ready, and in my own way,
Tlerney.
vertise for bids for contracts for city I'll take care of it. Nobody is going to
For Chief of the Fire Department
work for the ensuing year In the fol- - run my business for nie."
A. C. Burtless.
For Building Inspector A. M. Whit- lowing departments: ,
"Scotty" will appear at Elks' theater
Three teams, with privilege t use tonight as the star character In the
comb.
of six; feeding of city prisoners; melodrama. "Scotty, King of the IX's-e- rt
For City Chemist John Weinzlrl.
For Police Judge A. J. Crawtoro. printing; burial of pauper dead.
Mine." Besides the principal charThe bonds of die city treasurer and acter there are many really worthy
For Humane Officer E. S. Stover.
Members of Police Force Alec, city clerk were approved.
scenes and features in the play that
Knapp, Joe Salazar, Frank Rossi,, The first, for $5,000, was endorsed make the melodrama of merit on this
William Wagner and George Highbar- hy Solomon Luna, W. S. Stricklerand basis alone.
gain.
William Mcintosh, and the latter, for
Ike Smith, the famous Alaska mall
Fire Department Captain, J. Kline; $2,to0 was (ndorsed by the first and carrier, who for the past seven years
driver; I. Hale, William Collister, L.' second named sureties on the
has been engaged in carrying . the
country,
electrician, J. B. Fish.
nrer's bond.
mails In that far northern
The council before
Members of the Board of Health
adjourning, where the winters are eight months
adopted and ordered the city attorney long and the snow mountains deep, Is
Mayor and city phystclan as
members from the council; Aldermen to draw up an ordinance on fire
with the company, as Is also his faand Neustadt; at large, Dr. capes, under the state law of Michl-Jam- mous team of eight Esquimaux dogs,
H. Wroth and Dr. John F. gan. This ordinance will be put In known as Mallaniute dogs. Then
effect at the nex' meeting of the conn- - there is a big real, live timber wolf,
Pearce.
Members of the Park Commission cil.
such as are only seen In Alaska.
Smith's team of dogs hold the government record for fast time In translating the mails, having made the
POPULAR YOUNG COUPLE
NARROW ESCAPE OF
trip from Nome to Cape Blossom, a
SURPRISE FRIENDS
ELECTRICIAN GATLIN distance of 350 miles, in the dead of
winter. In seven hours less than four
This is the world's record for a
QUIETLY MARRIED WIRE CROSSING LIVE TROLLEY, days.
BY BEING
dog team.
LAST EVENING AT 8:15 O'CLOCK
A
COMES NEAR BEING FATAL
In the past three years, including
NUPTHE
KICK SAVED HIS LIFE.
this past winter, Smith has driven his
TIALS THIS EVENING.
Being kicked is usually not a very team, the same that were seen on the
Miss Rose Huntzineer, daughter of pleasant, sensation, but, being kicked streets at noon today and the same
that will be seen tonight in a very
W. Huntz:a "r, and well known in by A. 1). Coleman yesterday was
thrilling scene during; the action of the
n to Rogers Gatlin, and probaAlliU'Ucrue to a large circle of
play, something over 23,001) miles.
friends as aa ace m;!ishod musician bly saved his life.
In Mazing a traiHacross the snow
and pianistc, mid Thomas Hushes, a
Coleman and GaMin are electrb kins
linotype np ratnr in the composing and were doing some work for the and ice the method used is very uni-T'The firs 1 mail carrier to make
rooms of Tin K ning t'ii izeii office, Southwestern K'ec'ric and Construcof whii'i his fa.
now deceased. tion company at the W. B. C'hilders the trip secures a seal, which he
was one ,;' he propri hi s for many residence on West Railroad avenue, dresscs and ties on the rear of the
across the
year.-- , wiiv quietly united in marriage
when Ga'lin got hold of a live wire. sled. The body, dragged
last evening at S 15 o'clock at ilt He was doiii.lt d up by tho shock and snow and Ice leaves a blubber trail
afhome of H v.
Ernest E. Crawford, was writhing about on the top of a thai tho dogs can scene on' weeks
past r of the Christian churcht only large steel tank, when C deman kick- ter, no matter if the trail has been
up by as much as three feet
the immediate relatives
near ed him to the ground, a distance of oovettd
and
snow. Smith and bis dogs will lie
friends of the contracting parties
about twelve feet. The fall broke of
il tonight.
among them
(. W. the bold of the wire in his hand, ami se."Slim,
"Scully's" in'eiligcnt mule,
Hunuinger, father of the bride; Mrs. striking the ground on his back, shook
will also be seen tonight, as a part
Thomas Hughes, mother of the groom; Ivm out of tho
conMrs. Lottie l'.ushby and Miss Daisy dition brought on by the electricity. in the play has been written for the
animal.
lluntziug' r. MS'ers of the bride, and That he was not killed terms a w
Charles A. Taylor, the manager nnd
Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Cusbman. the latHowever, ho was able to stand producer,
has staged the piece with
ter a s:s' r of the groom.
shortly
walk
and
after the accident,
scenery, the f!:ghl of the
The wi.l'liug was quite a surprise and this morning help, d to finish the magnificent
the sand storm on
to the many trii mis of the young work that, yesterday came so near re- the'des Special."
set ne
it. am! the house-boa- t
couple in this city, f r. although an sulting in his death.
jii h it'll c'.a.-- s pieces of special
engagement wa known to exist, It
On resuming work, tho electricians ale
in its
was not thought the wed.iine would discovered the cause of the accident. icriicry. Tin- melodrama,
"Scotty." Ike Smith
take place until a much later date. The wire, which was being carried to tirtty,his dugs, the mule "Slim,"
special
will be at an ilectrie pump at the C'hilders resi- and
Mr. and Mrs Hughes
seem, i v and all, will be presented to- homo to their many friends at i!33 dence, had fall.-across the trolley
K:kithea'er fur one per- making this city wire or the West. Railroa.1 avenue car night at only,
South Broad A.iy,
tormaiire
to
some
come.
line,
time
transmitting about 1,00 volts to
thiir h tin tor
Tomorrow nigh Mo1 company plays
the line being handled by the unsusHunt. Walton.
a!t-which they go to
Tonight ;:i St. John's Episcopal pecting electricians. The wire b ing D-Las Vegas
.1
wi ok, with
St. Louis,
for
nver
datotib
A
n
il.
by
v.
Harris
church. l;
handled
Coleman was insulated, but Kau.-.- i
City and date- - in the east to
ing, the n'lfia's that
wiil unite in win re Catliu took nold of it the
Jiam-t'Walton, insulation had worn off, leaving the follow.
marriage
Miss
Mr. Taylor ins with him seven Japdaughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. Y.Wal- wire bare. The steel tank and a hu- anese
which ho carries in a
red
man l)dy grounded it. in the words of gla-- s urn.
ton, a charming young lady f
h
were presented to
The
young
a
anil Htiph Hunt,
'he electrician. Gatlin's hand was him by Captain Ktnil Francho of the
l'a-will lie celebadly burned, but it is thought that
business man of El
steamer Dakota, living between Seatbrated. The church has he. n pret'lly be wiil not Miff.'-- mote than a scar tle
and Japan. Mr. Taylor U takinc
decorated for the oivasl m, and many as a permanent
result if the acci- tho fish back to his home in the east.
cards have been issued.
dent.
His w:fe, Mrs. Lauren-.- Taylor, la cue
l

treas-Mosie-
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HUNT-WALTO-

sal-va-

e.

:

be-in-

pre-'eii-

t,

Albu-ouerqu-

-

j

Monies, Tgnaclo Baca. Zenon Sandoval, Petronio Martinez, Elljlo Lucero,

Felicito Gutlerrea, Kmlterlo Rivera,
jJunn Gonzales y Pena. Andres Lu-rero, Kmlgran Candelaria, E. N. Ken-ton. Jose C. Garcia.
The above are summoned for

For tho youthful heir, In original
and novel designs, are among the
lately arrived goods. We liave them

1

j

May

S.

mmuhc

nut

Kditardo Apodacn, of Los Duranes,
BIDS WANTED
whose trial 011 the charge of attempt
to commit rape, took up the greater
Bids wanted for 30,000 ties, 74 feet
part of yesterday, was found not
guilty. The crime with which Apo-dac-a long, and not less than 6 lnc'nes thick,
was charged was alleged to have at the small end. Ties to bo delivbeen committed In Los Duranes
In ered to undersigned at Algodones.
April, 1904, and the prosecutrix, now Bids must bs in not later than April
A. J. FRANK.
dtad, was a woman many years his 20- - 1W6.
Algodones, N. M.
senior. The defense showed that the
o
defendant and the proeeutrlx, had
The Degree of Honor will give a
been drunk together on the afternoon
progressive high five card party at
of the day the crime was alleged
Fellows' hall. Wednesday evento have been committed. It was upon Odd
this evidence that the Jury found Its ing, at 8 o'clock, April 18.
verdict.
SOUTHWESTERN BOCK BEER IS
BOTTLED AT THE BREWERY; UNWylie Hickex Acquitted.
In a trial that consumed less than SURPASSED FOR TABLE USE.
o
an hour yesterday afternoon, Wylle
SOUTHWESTERN BOCK BEER IS
Uickox was acquitted on the charge NOW
ON TAP. ASK FOR IT.
of carrying a deadly weapon. Te
offense with which Hlckox
was
charged was committed last fall dur- JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE
ing the trouble over the sheriff's ofCarries the Unltei States tuaii.
fice. The defendant was a deputy un- only line 'With a change of stock et
der Hubbell, when he was arrested route; good rigs, horses and driven
by a deputy under Armijo. He carried rig leaves Albuquerque every Monds;
a gun at the time. The defense Wednesday and Friday at 6 a. m. Tot
showed that on the night of the al- particulars, address W. L. Trimble
leged offense, the defendant Tiaa been Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J
sent to watch the Sunnyslde resort. B. BLOCK, Proprietor. Perea, N. M
Some suspicious characters had been
seen aliut the place and the proprie- . A Cl'Jzen want ad will get the bust
tor had asked for a watchman. Hlckox neas. Try one.
had gone there by orders of Under-sheri- ff
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
Newcomer, and had been taken
into custody while watching the
place. It was upon the court's In- LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES
structions that the verdict of not
guilty was returned.
Horses and Mules bought and exOperators Plead Guilty,
changes
The two telegraph operators, J. F.
Donahue and George Holmes, charg- BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
a railroad pass,
ed with changing
Second street, between Railroad and
forgery, this morning plead guilty and
Copper avenues.
year
were sentenced to serve one
The above
each in tho penitentiary.
names are not thought to be their
right, names. Tho crime was commit
0. W. Strong's Sons
ted In March. Donahue was given a
pass at the lecal station to go to San
STRONG BLOCK.
Marclal, and to befriend Holmes, a
brother operator,
the words "and
one" were written In the pass after
the name of Danohue.
Court Commutes Sentence.
Harry Verner, 20 years of age, and
so short In this country that he can
scarcely talk other than the language
Superintendents
Falrvlew
and
guilty to
of the fatherland, plead
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
stealing a kodak from the st.ire of F.
J. Houston. As he had been in jail
MONUMENTS
since last fall, when the offense was
committed, and because of his youth,
N. Second St., Both Phones.
the court Imposed a sentence of aim
year In the' penitentiary upon the defendant, and then waived Imprisonment pending good behavior.
Vomer's case was a peculiar one.
He said that he had received bad
news previous to the theft and had
indulged in tirrphlne to drown his TUESDAY, APRIL 17th
troubles. It was while under the effects of the drug that the crime was
committed. The story seemed straightforward and truthful.
Stoltzman Forfeits Bond.
W. H. Gillenwater ami Attorney T.
N. Wilkerson were called upon today
to produce the body of W. A. Stoltzhis bond of $300.
man or make
IN
man,
Stoltzman was a railroad
working on the Santa Fe road, ami
on the
was arrested last January
charge of stealing Winchester rifles
from a Santa Fe freight car. The
guns were found in a chill wagon on j
Kailroad avenue, where the defendant, had left them. Stoltzman could s
not account for leaving them there, in
a satisfactory manner, and "his arrest !

..Prettily Upholstered..
with

201-21-

ELKS' THEATRE

OUR

Improvements,
ad-

PRICES ARE THE
LOWEST.

308-31-

I.

Railroad Ave.,

0

Albuquerque,

N.

AT.

..BEAUTIFUL LAWNS..
Are the pride of the home and the charm of tho city. We
have the kind
of latvn supplies that will keep your lawn fresh and green.
25c and op
50c and up
35c and tip

;

Shovels .
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12.50

conPlete line of Nozzles,
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GARBAGE
.11

CANS...
11

OR

Delivered to any part cf city.

J. W.

MASTERS

HOME SUPPLY

CrTrnT

COMPANY
CIGARS

CARE-KILLIN-

bear this brand on the box labeln
White Lily, a euro sign of Increase
from sorrow, indication of a divorce
from carklng care. Tomorrow may,
bring Its troubles, but tonight wU,
let's bo comfortable and sereno ret
a long pull without a strong pull at
one or two Whlto Lily cigars. Five
cents for a single specimen; $2 for a
box of fifty.
. r
j
'

A.

J. RICHARDS

113Ja WEST

I

The St. Elmo
BARNETT, Prop'r.

0 JOSEPH

J i 2 0 West Railroad Avenue

1':'

I

RAILROAD

AVENU1.

Fines! Whiskies

I

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

0

SAMPLE A NO

Q

CLUB ROOMS

inc. riKSI

MAKING.

the most Important of all; that
the selection of proper flour.
There Is no difficulty about this If
impress nour is chosen. It is so

good and makes such sweet, white
and nutritious bread as to be unsurpassed by any milled. The best
bread makers use It for that Tery
reason.

M. BERGER,
Wholesale Agent,
114 West Copper Ave.

Half Holiday for Jury.
The Jury was given a half holiday
this afternoon
because of lack of
grist. The plealing of "guilty"
In
Direct!-'of CHAS. A. TAYLOR.
cases caused a dearth of
several
ready work.
Sandoval County Jurors.
50c, 75c and $1
Prices
The following grand and petit
jurors f r Sandoval counly have been
selected :
Seats on sale at Matson'a book
,
Grand Jurors.
Sam Gordon, Bonifacio
Montoya, store, Friday, April 13, at 9 o'clock.
Xacarlo Leyba. Bernabe Mestas, Joseph Kutledge, Enieliano Canchez, Reyes Ledesma,
Katii'-Garcia, Jose
Ipoz, Porflirio Galb tos, Human Velarde, Carlos GanzaVs, Juan Sals, Valentino Lucero, Eugetiio M'ntoya,
Well bound are a valuaChaves, Daniel Gallegos, Jose Feble addition to any
lix Garcia, Francisco
qulrlno
Gonzales, Manuel 1'- r a, Emelio do la
O, Ellas Martini .'. J'.i uicio Martinez,
Wicm bind them In
Abel Zamora.
;.ny h le desired.
for May 7.
These aro summon.
Petit Jurors.
will fuit your
i'ri'i
Santiago Gricgo. .Manuel Trujillo,
'
df, too.
:,(..
Dionicio Lufan, Ltit.o Arelimeque,
0
Candelari Satitilia - Juan Martinez.
Jr., Clotarla Sane!-.- .. ntonio Luci ro.
M.S.
0
t r.iri M;iria Mou-Francisco Sisnrrn
.L'ii.stin Armijo,
toys. Pedro Gan i
IIOOKIILVDKKS
0
Montoya. l.oAndres Gurule. ;.
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LE.3SUN
IN BREAD

Is
Is

King of thej
Desert Mine!

.

modern

Albert

SCOTTY

foll.iwed.

all

rubber tired and patent back
justing device.

UNDERTAKERS

.

Carriages

and

Go-Ca- rts

I

Wherever you go, you will find the
piano store that represents dickeriianta Fe Operators Plead ng & Sons to be the best place to
look for pianos of less expensive
grade.
Guilty to Changing
The name Chlckering Is in itself
almost a guarantee of that, store's
Railroad Pass.
methods. You may safely depend upon
its advice as to the other maSes It
handles. In Xew Mexico the Chlck-erin- c
COURT LETS VERNER
OFF EASY
Is represented solely bv
THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.

T

1

t
tI
s

ALBUQUERQUE CATHEDRAL

OLD

ALVARADO HOTEL
COMMERCIAL CLUB

AUSTRIAN

BUILDING.
CHINA

Furniture and Crockery
BORRADAILE

& CO. ,

117 Gold Avenue

OOO0OOOOOOOCOOO(0SOSCSK
I IT HELPS THE HOUSEWIFE '

!

STORMING?

Lithgow&Co.

Fhop by

Tok-phone-

CUESTS UNANNOUNCED?
Tho Telephone
orders
extra supplies.

.

.1

Your Prescriptions, If Entrusted
TO-

The Williams Drug Co.
will receive the personal enre of one of the firm,
both of whom are druggists of many
years' experience.
No. 117 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

O0'0'000''0'0''000
I
0

h.

o.

reno

CJutlorroz, Luciano C. do Baca,
Bernabe C. de t Baca, Nepomoceno
Sanchez. Diego Romer.. Felipe Aten-cio- ,
Luis Armijo, .1. H. Ourule, Andres
jZamora, Carlos Martinez, Alejandro y

j

COUNTY

s

;

FAGE FIVE,

DISTRICT COURTi hkd

LAWYERS

Ordinance to Be Enacted.

lu-r- ,

EVENING CITIZEN.

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
f. HALL, rroprletor
'irr.
F!mm Castings; Ore,
0a; ihaftligv
Iron
and
I'u.'.tys, GruUBuildings.

-

0

C!

Uabblt Mela!;

an--

I

CVjuji--

I

sad

n

fronts tor

Repmln on Mining and mill Machinery m Bpocimlt
Albuserqie,
of railroad Hack.
q Foundry east

iJluI
H.

TOO TIRED TO GO?
Vho

8

t

li o

YOU

HUSBAND DETAINED?
He can Telephone.

Ttlo;ihon.
NEED

A

TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

ooce)0oooooro

RAMSAY'S TEACHERS' AND
AGENCY
STENOGRAPHERS'

oooKeK

Grand Central Hotel

With Woman's Exchange.
scoured for competent
teachers, stenographers, bookkeepers ana oflicu help generally.
School hoards ami others desiring
tafhers, etc., should correspond
with us. Ilavo a good l!it registered.
I'o.-ltio-

Ramsay's Typcwritorium
Fourth St. and R. R. Ave.
kinds of
type'
writers liouht, bold, rented, repaired, exchanged and rebuilt.
Apents for L'nderwrod Typewriters. Always a good stock on
naml from which U choose. Typewriter KibUm? a specialty.
All

O. S. HAM SAY. Mgr.

Large, Airy Rooms. Prces Very Rea.
lonable.
MRS. OWEN

DINSDALE,
Proprietor,

PAGE

ALBUQUERQUE

SIX.

Cookies That
Are Cookies!

RUSSIA NOW TO TURN TO
THE

No tasteless imitations of the kind
that mother used to make but
light, crumbly cookies that recall
the days when you raided the

PAGE

BLOOD-RE- D

cooky-ja-

A
NICHOLAS W. TCHAYKOVSKY.
COLLEAGUE OF MAXIM GORKY,
IS
WRITES THAT ALL RUSSIA
CRYING FOR ARMS TELLS OF
THE EXACT SITUATION HE INMILLION.
TERESTS AMERICAN
AIRES IN MOVEMENT TO BUY

(Sterilized)

pure milk, evaporated and sterilized, from the contented cows of
the Pacific Coast. No sweetening no starch rich, pure milk
minus the water and germs.
Carnation Cookies
Twt
C'mtn

IMS! 'iS'f

m

NO AID

tup Carfifttf".
nip Initlr,
pnwler.
tMspouo aatnicg,
tut u jeMreil.

FRtHI

DECIDES
AGAINST
CONGRESS
FOR
BONDS
GUARANTEEING
RAILWAYS
ALASKAN
JUST
HUNDRED
YET
SEVERAL
MILES BUILT ALREADY
OUT ANY HELP.

NICHOLAS W. TCHAYKOVSKY.
inagainst the autocracy. There is no and file of practically the entire
is against
middle class. With the czar and his fantry if the Russian army
either shown
family are the petted guards, the Cos- tho czar's rule. This is ways.
Today
small
sacks and the aristocracy. The guards outwardly or in throughout
the army
include the generals and high officials tho infantrymenngainst
the brutality of
of the army, who are content to live are protesting
officers. The flogging of a man
on under the favor of the czar, and their
regithe rank and file of the guards are now means a general revolt in a
satisfied with conditions, for they are! ment, and this is practiced very little.
No ono but the revolutionary leadkept fat and sleek and drunk most
ers know what a vast number of Rusof the time.
sian soldiers would Join in tho revoSelfish motives nlso keep the Cos- - lution today if the call should come.
They are provided
sacks in line.
Though Russia is on tho verge of
with an unequal amount of land, and bankruptcy, the government Is spendtheir position keeps them above the ing vast sums for arms from abroad.
common masses of the people. Thoir It recently purchased new armored
discipline is strict, and they aro so automobile guns In Paris, and there
trained In the most barbaric methods are other evidences of their preparaof warfare that they have lost con- - tion for tho conflict.
science and feeling for their brothers.
The intellectuals
of Russia are
The revolutionary forces now great- - firmly with the revolution, with the
1
ly outnumber the enemy, .and, as
exception of tho priesthood, which is
say, all they need are arms and gen- - so subsidized by the nutocracy that
by!
erals to Bweep all before them
It no longer has any Influence with the
sheer force of numbers. The rank people. It Is not overdrawing it to

imm' ii j.w4wi",''
n. .in

mirar, t

lnM. .ns Mk log

roll. Kull thia.

POOR CAPITALISTS

Tribe
n

in

say that the priests are most hated of
any class. Hut intellectuals are not
generals and armies will not , move
without commanders.
The battle of Odessa would have
been won by the revolutionists if they
had arms to repel the enemy's force
and a commander whose word would
have been law.
Russia will continue to be a field of
battle until this cause is won. The
people are now convinced that the
autocracy's promises of reform mean
nothing and that war alone will remove the galling yoke.

TO ARMS!" THE
CRY FROM ALL RUSSIA.

riii n.ir

a

rp
all
t

flwur enough to

"TO ARMS!

L

due to

Cream

country for some weeks as the advance agent in the work he and Maxim Oorkv propose to carry out here.
Their "plan is to Influence financial
sympathy in this land of the free so
that the working classes of toKussia
fight
may he provided with arms
for liberty.
When Mr. Oorkey arrived ho found
that his colleague, Tchaykovsky, had
teen active. Already an American
national committee has been formed,
headed hv Robert Hunter, a member
of the wealthy Stokes family. Among
wealthy Americans who have promised support are Stuyvesant Fish and
Robert Collier, the millionaire railroader and publisher.
Tschaykovsky is a graduate of the
While
University of St. Petersburg.
a student he was arrested three times
for his agitations. Later he was imprisoned and then exiled.
Most of the time since he has lived
In London, directing the machinery
of revolution. Four years he spent in
the United States, studying soclnl
conditions. He worked in Philadelphia, farmed in Kansas and lived in a
Shaker settlement near Rochester.
been hack to Russia several
He
times in disguise.

iiiuui j nini

is

Carnation

forty
16. For
New York. April
yearB a Russian revolutionist, Nicholas V. Tchaykovsky has been in this

By Nicholas W. Tchaykovsky.
The red page in the history of Russia is yet to be written. Both tne
government
and the revolutionary
forces are preparing for the sanguinary blow that must soon bo struck. I
would not bo surprised if the revolution would come this spring.
The peasants are determined to
seize by force the land they need to
cultivate the life giving products of
the earth. Under present conditions
the peasants have only an acre and a
half to each grown man. Against
this they are ready to fight and willing to sacrifice their lives. Never
before in the history of Russia have
the people so clearly understood the
necessity of using force.
Already the people are calling upon
the revolutionary leaders for the arms
they know they must soon use to enforce their rights.
"Give us guns
and bombs and we are ready to battle
for our freedom," is the cry from
every quarter of Russia.
The political situation in Russia has
now resolved itself Into two contesting
parties. The people are either for or

r.

Their delicacy

ARMS.

WITH-

Special Correspondence:
Washington, I). C, April 16. Members of congress have about decided
that there .shall he no legislation at
tills session to aid the construction
of railways in Alaska. They thing it
well to wait and see what is to be
done by independent private enterprise.
At the beginning of the session
bills were considered by the territorial committees of both senate and
house of representatives.
These bills
were framed on the general idea of
tho Philippine railroad legislation, by
which the government became the
guarantor of the bonds to the extent
of 4 per cent, with tho limitation that
bonds should Issue for 95 per cent of
the cost of construction. The average
cost of construction was estimated at
$.W,000

a

V

EVENING CITIZEN.

mile.

Hearings before Senator Beveridge's
committee quickly demonstrated the.
fact that capital was more eager to go
into Alaskan railways than it was to
go to the Philippines. Any law which
would guarantee the bonds would re- -

TUESDAY, APRIL(

suit in a scramble between the
to see who would lie first on
the ground.
In fact, it was soon discovered that,
various promoters are already on the
ground and seveni hundred 'miles of
road have been built without government aid or charter. The people who
bad started to build were not willing
that others should come in on the
same terms ns themselves, and they
filed protests.
Un the house side, Chairman Hamilton developed a similar state of affairs. Rut ho thought that some kind
of a law ought to be passed which
would give the same advantages to all,
and urged the papsage of the Lovering
bill, and this, ho thought, would
hasten by encouraging the construction of roads.
Iresldent Roosevelt recommended
such a law in his message. Rut after
extensive hearings the subject has
been laid aside and the results of private endeavor will be watched.
pro-riote- rs

MAN AT THE PLOW HANDLE
WITH

GOD

IN NATURE

Seldom Gets Into Newspapers, Pays Little An- .
.
.9
t.
II
tion to my ways, out on mm Depends the v
m

Prosperity of the Country.

JUST BREATHE IT.
Cures Catarrh In Natural and
Rational Way.
X: dangerous drugs or alcoholic
concoctions are taken Into the system when Hyomei is used In the treatment of catarrh. Breathed through
the neat pocket inhaler that comes
with every outfit, the balsamic Jieai-inof Hyomei penetrates to the most
remote cells of the nose, throat and
lungs, killing all catarrhal germs,
healing the irritated mucous membrane and effecting a complete and
permanent cure.
No medicine taken lnt the stomach can possibly reach the remote
cells of the air passages, or give the
Immediate relief t hat follows the use
of Hyomei, A few days' treatment is
usually all that Is necessary to show
how quickly the remedy will
cure
catarrh.
So successful has Hyomei been in
the treatment of catarrh among their
customers, that J. H. O'Rlelly & Co..
sell it under a positive guarantee that
it costs nothing unless it gives satisfaction. The complete outfit sells
for one dollar, while extra bottles can
lie obtained for 50 cents.

zm

g

Office Chief Quartermaster, Denver,
Colorado, April 14, lflofi. Sealed proposals in triplicate will be received
here and at office of Quartermaster at
each post below named, tint II 11a. m.,
May 15, l'XIfi. for furnishing Wood,
Fuel, Coal, Rlacksmith's Coal, Charcoal. Corn, Oats, Ilran, Hay ami Straw,
or Hay for bedding, required during
the fiscal year ending .Tune 30, 1907,
at Fort Apache, Fort Hunchuca, and
Whipple
Barracks,
Arizona; Fort
Togan and Denver. Colorado; Fort
nayard and Fort Wingate, New Mexico, and Fort Douglas and Fort
Duchesne, Utah. Proposals for quantities less than the whole required, or
for delivery at other points than those
named, will be entertained.
United
States reserves the right to nccept or
reject nny or all bids or parts thereof.
Information furnished on application
here or at offices of respective post
quartermasters.
Envelopes to
he
marked, "Proposals for Fuel, Forage
and Straw at
."
C. A. H. McCAULET, Chief Q. M.
o
Every vehicle on our floors has
two weeks' notice to get out. We
need the room mere than we need the
money. Albuquerque Carriage Co.

Mm

fi(W !r

Just a thought in recognition of a finds joy in the freedom if his ?E
fellow who seldom gets into the news- He doesn't
go into raptures c- papers. He doesn't make much news. green fields and singing brooks and
songs of birds. They are a part of
He knows mighty little a!out the

They are routine
environment.
"city ways" of making money. He nis
uut ne loves them Just the same.
has a fine liking for clean financial
nas
an enormous burden or
ne
methods and a hearty scorn for all nis uroad shoulders. Ho feeds the!
world.
He is the brother of life itseif.
that is crooked.
Perhaps it is his He
long hours. His primary obmanner of living that makes him ject toils
in working is his own welfare.
want to be honest. Let that man see But he feeds the world.
a problem play, ono of those things existence possible. He IsHe makes
the head
that serve to satisfy the jaded appe- of the procession in which are
marchtites of metropolitan
people, and ing the doctor, tho lawyer, the bankyou'll find a splash of red on hi3 tan- er, the idler. He is the fountainhead
ned cheek and he will wonder how it of wealth and prosperity.
He Is the
is possible for women to be present. creator of humanity.
It Is well to'
Tell him about bribery and stock Job- remember with gratefulness
this man
bing and franchise stealing, and a few in overalls,
plow and
who follows
of the thousand forms of gouging the whisths as the brown the
earth reveals
public and you will jar his faith in its richness and prepares
to bring
the natural goodness of humanity.
forth the fruits of the field.
Just, now this type of good American citizen is following a plow. It is
Don't let the baby suffer from ec-- ;
hard work. It puts a big ache in the zmia, sores cr any itching
of the skin,
back and callous on the hands.
It Doan's Oointment gives instant relief,
destroys the complexion. It calls for cures quickly.
Perfectly safe forr
brown overalls and perspiration. The
All druggists sell it.
man is happy in his work. He whis- .children.
o-tles as he trudges along in the furSubscrihe for The Citizen and get
row.
He clucks to the horses and the news.
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Predigested LiquidFood

For Convalescents, Young Mothers, Growing Children, the
Overworked, Old Folks all who need health and strength,
a keen appetite and good digestion

K P A HON

I

NTOXiCAHT

"u"lY COMCFMTkATEL.

S'tS

builds Firm Flesh, Restores Brain and Nerve
Force Because the
:;thlvln events of Pure Barley-Ma- lt
and the ner i: H : n g pronerl? es
slops in predigested
form, are almost s:nt!y asshrJiated by the system
and provide a Quick, Sure, Natural Tonic.

Malt-Nutri-

ne

ve-b-

V

1

';

;

Sold by all Druggists and Grocers.
Prepared by

Brewing: Ass'n

Anheuser-Busc- h
St. Louis

U. S. A.

i

Hyomei
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mom

vestigntion, and we will not only np-- !
A Lucky Postmistress.
prociate It to the fullest, but will send Is Mrs. Alexander of Cary, Me., who
1ms
etc.
found Dr. King's New Life rills to
TAKES $120,000 LOOT the amount at once,"
be the best remedy sho ever tried for
DRY AIR
la the Moon Inhabited?
keeping tho stomach, liver and bowi
Science has proven that the- moon els in perfect order. You'll agree with
THOS. J. WAINWRIGHT. THIEF.
ROBS HOUSE AT LEISURE AND has nn atmosphere, which makes lite her if you try these painless purifiers
In some form possible on that satellite that infuse new life.
Guaranteed by
OPEN9 UP OFFICE TO SELL In
it. not for human beings, who have
all druggists. Price ITiC.
iTCLEN VALUABLES.
a hard enough time on this earth of
ours; especially those who don't know
THIRD STREET
preserver
oi
Is the best
that Electric Hitters cure headache
f. Mid made.
Tlie coM nlr
biliousness, malaria, chills and ferrr,
displaces the hot air and if.
Jaundice, dyspepsia, dizziness, torpid
Kmmih a constant, circulation, fi
liver. Kidney complaints, pen era
All Kinds of
fij
and Salt Meat.
food.
Un
essential for preserving
bility and female weaknesses.
Steam Sausage Factory.
fs
r
equalled as a general tonic nnd apTail and see our lino of
We have them
petizer for weak persons nnd espe-clnl- y
friticrators.
EMIL KLEINWORT,
r
for the aped. It Induces sound Masonlo Building, rsortti Third Street.
from $:.7o up. Write
sleep. Fully guaranteed by nil drugcatalogue-gists. Trice only EOe.

RICH MAN'S CARETAKER

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens 'sundered without shrinking.
We have added to our al
ready well equipped laundery a machine with which we can bandle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to
and we will straighten them out for you.
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Wholesale and Retail.

Colo. phone, Red 177.

Auto phone, 474.

West End Viaduct.

Cor. Ccal Ave. and 2d St.

TO

THiS CHANCE

HZ.

SE-

..flMfi.eitliilM

CURE BARGAINS IN

,1,,.,

fit

.1...

..l...-.,....-- t

RPfMnna

1

anl

tnnnal.ln

11

T

Red Wagons'

CO.

BACK OF P. O.

Frh

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. lfiOO.)
Department of the Interior. United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
March 29, IDOii.
Notice Is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
THOS. J. WAINWKU'.HT.
3. 1891 (26 Stats.. 834). as amended
Minneapolis, Minn., April li
Thus. J. Walnwrlght, aged lis, recently by the act of FebruaTy 21, 1S93, (27
arrested In New York for the theft of Stata., 470), and that said proof will
I120.0UU worth of
cold
and silver!1'" made before the United States
plate, jewels and valuable papers Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
Mexico, on May 10, 1906, viz:
from the safe in the home of Dr. Pin- Is l,v tiij im-Adelaida S. do Otem. for tho tnf 1
unit nf Minneanolm
'

J. D. Emmons

1

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY

Meat Market

j

Out of Our'

Pocket

THE CELEBRATED

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

a.

-i

Our Top Buggies and:
Runabouts must more;
We need the floor j
space for another car.?
It's a time to heloj
voursclf by helping na.6

RUNABOUTS, were $55.00 to $125.00; now
$46.00 to $108.00T
TOP BUGGIES, were $65.00 to $140.00; now
$52.50 to $123.00
We are also quoting very low prices on Surreys, Stanhopes, Con-- J J
cords, Buckboards, Spring Wagons, etc. Out of town business solicited.
Write for catalogue and prices

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
'

Into Yours:
r-'-

x.rli.LdA1

1

Bottled in Bond.

nnK

SEVEN

Albuquerque
Carriage Co
Corner rirst and Tljcra Road.

Distiller.
FRANKFORT. KT.

range 2 east, and sections 7 and 18,
crooks in the country.
He came to Minneapolis early In township 7 north, rajige 3 east, and
the winter, and, with the aid of for- - lot 2, sections 12 and 13, township 7
MELINI & EAKIN
ged recommendations,
secured the north, range 2 east, and lot 2, sec- position of caretaker of the Pinault tions 7 and IS, township 7 north,
Bole Agent.
residence duing the family's absence range 3 east, of S. H. C. No. 1600.
Af. M.
Albuquerque,
E S
following
in Cat )inia. He worked the com-- :
He names the
witnesses
Autoraatio Phoos, 199.
binalioii ot the safe in the bnsement to prove his actual continuous adverse
General Building Supplies
BBS
and, after looting the contents, made possession of said tract for twenty
good h!.i "get away" and probably years next preceding the survey of
AND ETC.
would sfll bo a free man if he had the township, viz:
IF YOU WISH TO EAT a goofi
not templed fate and opened up an
Placldo Salazar v Otero, of Albu
Both Phones
Third and MarquetU
oraca in Minneapolis and tried to dis- - querque, N. M.; Jesus Salazar y Otero, lunch and enchiladas on the Mexicat
style,
go
pose
to
South
of lome of the bank stock which of Peralta. N. M.; Higinio Chavez, of
Third street, cornet
We are offering some very special prices on this line of goods
he had stolen.
Peralta, N. M.; Jesus Garcia, of Al of Silver avenue, No. 215. Will b
and it will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.
This led to the discovery of the buquerque, N. M.
promptly
CAA RIASC RE PAIR INC
served
at any hour ot th
1
night. Prices will be from 25c to 20c
Wainwright was tracked to
HLACKHMITH
theft
person
Any
and
protest
who
desires
to
i
1
CO.
Boston and New York by his trunks against the allowance of said proof.
Most of the silverware stolen is of or who knows of inr Riihstantlnt wn. M. GRENADINO & CO.
great bittorlc interest, as it formerly son under the laws and regulations
was used in the court of Louis XVI of the interior department why
N. PEACH & CO.
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO
Socorro county; Alsey Alford, Por of Fiance. The doctor is a descend- - proof should not be allowed, willsuch
DEPART
OUR
be
tales, Roosevelt county; Pablo Uli- - ant ot an old and exclusive French given an opportunity at the above
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
MENT.
barl, Las Vegas, San Miguel county; family and a man of considerable mentioned time and place to cross-meai.-s Auto, "phone. 437: Colo.J Red 61.
John D. W. Veeder, Las Vegas, San
Most of the stolen property examine the witnesses of said claim-ha- s
HARNESS REPAIRING AND
Office 212 W. Gold Ave.
Miguel county; H. L. Ortiz. Santa Ee,
been recovered.
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
TRIMMING.
An unknown Mexican was run over Santa Fe county; O. L. Williams. Wil
wainwrignt is now back in Minne- of that submitted by claimant.
and cut into bits by a switch engine lard, Torrance county; C. W. G. Ward, apoi.s nnd ireely confesses his enme.
ALL WORK GUARANTEED. FIG,
MANUEL. R. OTERO,
in the El Paso & Southwestern yards Las egns, San Miguel county.
his real name is Albert W.
URE WITH US.
lif
Register.
at El Paso Saturday night.
Partlett,
and that his father is a
Rheumatism Makes Life Miserable. leading Jr.,
attorney in
Newburyport,
MERCHANT TAILORING
IIP TO DATE SIGNS
KORBER & CO.,
happy
A
valuable
home
is
most
the
charge
a
of
who
Howard,
had
Mass.,
Bradv
and that his family holds a
ammmmmmmmmmammawmmmmmmmmmmammwmmamw
bridge gang on the Southern Pacific, possession that Is within the reach high position socially, in Boston. He! UPSTAIRS. OVER NO. 209 WEST
COR. FIRST ST. AND COPPER AYR.
but you cannot enjoy its was the black sheep of the family,
208 WEST SILVER AVE.
who was shot some months ago by a of mankind, you
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMMEXICO.
ALBUQUERQUE.
NEW
art! BUIierillg 1IOIU and, although plven an excellent edafter COinioriS U
od novnr sivresled
BINI, PROPRIETOR
You throw aside busi ucation,
CXXXXXXXXXXX)OCXXXXXXXX)C)0
nn,o tin.P in tho hosntial. rheumatism.
M,miin
to
thievery
early
in
turned
My merchant tailoring etiep is np- has recovered sufficiently so that he "Cf cares when you...enter your home life.
SCREEN TIME
c
i
i.uiu ..uc
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave....... x
has resumed work. He has taken
"
api'ijuu Caught Cold While Hunting a Burg- nue, where I solicit the patronage of
Is here. Door and Window
gang that was "u
of the
np
VI PSLL
One
Cbamberlain's Pain Balm
Sucr the charge
creens made to order.
lar.
Hankin.
the public All work guaranteed first
p,
plication will give you relief nnd its
Mr. Win. Thos. Lanorgan, provinas I have had fifteen years' ex
class,
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
continued use for a short time will cial constable at Cbapleau, Ontario, perlence in the business. Suits made
NEXT TO BANK Of COMMERCE
ORIENT PILGRIMS ARRIVE
bring about a permanent cure. For says: "I caught a severe cold while to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed
mooooocKxxxxxxxxyyDcxxxxxyDm
WEDNESDAY.
and
AT EL PASO
sale by all druggists.
hunting a burglar in the forest swamp repaired. The specific I use will not
203 W. Raiiroaul Avt,
Reversing the usual order, the ninth
At Consistent Prices
PIONEER BAKERY
last fall. Hearing of Chambvrlain's Injure the cloth. Ladles garments
party of Stilwell pilgrims will enter GALLUP TELEPHONE
Cough Remedy, I triad it, and after also cleaned and walking skirts made
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
Mexico by way of El Paso nnd leave
COMPANY SOLD.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
two small iotties. i was com- - to order. Give me a trial.
They are
liv the Laredo eateway.
telephone svstem was using
The
Gallun
pletely
This remedy is in
O. BAMBINI.
scheduled to reach El Pas. atier vis- - so., i,v T0im Younir to Crezorv Pace tended cured."
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY A. D. JOHNSON. General Contractor OOOCXJOOCX)OCXXXXXXDOCOOOOO
especially for coughs nnd
iting tho Orient lines in Texas, Wed- - an,i 1ne central otlice will from now colds. It will loosen
a
nnd
relieve
Wootton & Myer,
We desire patronage and we guar
uesday. If the party travels on sched- - on hP in tlie P.1K0 hoXc,t gays tne Glli. severe cold In less time than by any
antee first class baking.
ule time the special train will reach
Republican, Mr. Page having per-- other treatment and is a favorite
207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque.
Taso over the Texas & Pacific at SOna!ly bought tho system., W. F. wherever its superior excellence has
v
5 o'clock Wednesday morning.
From Quails of fhe Chicago Telephone com-- become known. For sale by all drug- Paso the train will leave over the ,,.uly js now jn Gallup and will have gists.
j
Mexican Central for Chihuahua and complete charge of the mechanical
PAINTS, OILS, VATINISHES
AND
take a side trip over the Chihuahua onfj or tne business. The svstem is LETTER OF
AND RENTALS
BRUSHES.
INQUIRY
6 Pacific to the scene of Orient oper-;tbe completely overhauled nnd
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
at ions. This will occupy Thursday, brought up to the highest working
FOR F. T. BENJAMIN!
Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. Pal
Ranches and Farms
Friday and Saturday. The usual ban- - order so that tho patrons may have
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
quet at Mexico City and trips to tlie the best service possible. The
:
ll
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and ft'-in the district will follow, and cut si t of phone numbers will be
Correspondence Solicited.
IT IS FEARED HE V.'AS UNIDENPelts.
25, at 5 p. m., the home journey tinned as heretofore.
123 S. Third St.,
TIFIED VICTIM OF D. & R. G.
W9 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE.
.
will begin.
; ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N. M.
WRECK.
Never ran tell when you'll mash a
TOTI A. GRAOI
wooooooooo
finger cr suffer a cut. bruise, burn or
LORDSBURG & PYRAMID
City Marshal Kinney of Phoenix
Be prepared.
Dr. Thomas' lias received a letter from Mr. and
ROAD PLAT FILED. scald.
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
&
Cure:!
Grain and Fuel.
J. L. Wells filed, the other day. in Electric Oil instantly relieves the Mrs. G. W. Benjamin of Cleburne, H
W TicSi?l:.
llrd'.-.- t
and p: :V
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
Tex., inquiring after the whereabouts
the land otlice at Las Cruces, the plat pain quickly cures the wound.
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
FIRE
Pen, I;
I.
tie
and Cigars. Place your orders Tor
vt
of their son, Frank Temple Benjamin,
r.o ink to ejsill
LOANS
Irrigating Plants a Specialty.
..
of the Lordsburg & Pyramid tram CORPSE OF PIPE o TENDER
ct talking.
this line with us.
age It) years, height 5 feet 9 inches,
road and Bonney branch, says the
Automatlo phone 451.
FOUND IN HIS CABIN. light
THIRD
NORTH
STREET.
Lordsburg
Liberal. Tho road leaves
Room 10. N. T. Annijo Bulldlnt.
hair, gray eyes, fair skin,
in the p;.t irV and t
A telephone message to the Prescott weight
(i, u
CLEANING
STEAM
CARPET
just west of the crossing of the Southor 1 30 pounds. Any- about
in a 'M. iu.ii.
Journal-Mine- r
from
Octave
late
Fri
&
New
D.
one knowing his whereabouts or fate,1
ern Pacific and the Arizona
THORNTON Tho Cluaner
Albuquerque Novelty Works
INSURANCE.
REAL ESTATE-NOT- ARY
Mexico roads, and runs almost due day night, states that an old man who Will flo n
nrf tn rnnnrllnff flirt
Cleans everything.
He is the a
loaches tio jut...?
F. 8. HOPPING, Proprietor
ny
as
employed
trie
Gold
octave
eight
length
Pyramid.
is
Its
south of
PUBLIC.
matter to the marshal or to the.
Furniture Man. Moving, pack- - Y
321 South Second Street
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
miles and 120 feet. A branch leads aiming company, as watchman of the young man's parents.
The follow-- :
shipping, unpacking and X
ing
and
line
connects
P'Po
that
the
mill
Bonney
at
Telephone,
the
ing
174.
Automatic
from the main line into
from the letter is
setting up, and is no upstart at V
Just received, large shipment of
n.i u.- - Piiins ui Auu-iupTory:
mino, ami its loiigtn is two nines and
the business. There is no oth- - T Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
OOOOOOOOOOOOCOC)OOOOC)OCOO
rreek,
been!
in
bad.
day,
the
earlier
build
to
son,
"v(. hav e a
24
feet. It is the intention
Frank Temple
Repairing of all
er just Thornton. Both 'phones, v Tribune Bicycles.
m ins caiun, wincti is Benjamin, who by trade Is a boiler-- ;
a narrow gauge track, over which situated in a
vr.
737 South Walter Street.
kinds. Before buying give us a call.
Cerrlliot
Ammrlctn Block
'
moun-lonely
!
place
in
the
ores
the
from
:
will bo bandied the
maker, and who wrote to us from1
aUiut Ave miles from the town your city on March 8, that be was
Pyramid camp. As other mines be- - tains,
or
eavei
1 ween
Lordsburg
Established ln 1882
become
Pyramid and
working there in a boiler shop, and
1 "O
riRE
authorities at Congress were nt in a few days would go from there to
large enough producers track will be
&
INSURANCE.
G.
built to them. The building of this once notified of the grewsome find. a sKar factory to do some boiler
Secretary
Mutual
Building
wiui
District Attorney Talbot, who is work, and from there would go to1
uiniii,...
road will reduce one of the heaviest and present
Office at 217 West Railroad
Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
tv
siM;.f
at
there,
wil
district,
leave
for the Pueblo, Colo., at which place ho1
expenses of Pyramid
the
tr.tl Ot!xr
Jas. Heekin & Co.'s Coffees, Im
:r
on!' ln company with Deputy Slier- - thought be could get work. We are
hauling of the product to the rail- boden's Granite Flour.
a1: vet k i;:ali :.
f
COKE,
MILL
WOOD
Czarnowski,
and
handling
Justice
of
of the very much afraid ho was one of the1
V( 'I
road, and so permit the
ilnrMl't
"
AMI"
",vv
:.tti..
M. DRAGOIE
now
over
r inquest
fn.
StaplA
ie
lower grade ore man can
victims of the disastruos wreck on;
KINDLING
r,d llr fit..,! (;:...
handled. Work will commence on the ,ie remains, with a view to determ- - Denver & Rio Grande on March 21.
L pt
Dealera in
Groceries
ining tne cause of death, nnd whether
"Will you kindly favor us by niak- road in the near future.
GENERAL
MERCHANDISE,
it is a case of
or
murder
ins a thorough investigation as to
HUlsboro Creamery Butter Best on
nci! r:
suicide, which, from the meager de- nis wnereaiiouts, and let us know
CLEVER EVASION
Groceries,
Cigars
as.
and Tobacco, antf
Earth.
j:
OF PROHIBITION. tails at hand at Octave it was im- soon as possible any trace that you'
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
177 Srccdav, I
DOTH 'PHONES
possible to decide at the hour of going may find of him, and a1o the exFree Delivery. 300 North Broadway, Corner ot WashOrders Solicited.
Lordsburg Thirst On Sunday Quench- to press.
pense attached in making the in- 214 South sceond Street.
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
(XCCOCCOCKXXXXICOCXXOCXDOO
ed By Application to Dining Car
Buffet for Bottle or Drink.
r-The thirsty iu' in Lordsburg and
,sffiT;y;T
5K.Li.lte.
siryriinfc.
jfZZ&Z
Haehita, Grant county, have found a
22
way of qtitching their thirst on Sundays in spite nf the well enforced
rvrjsasn J
Sunday law.
If they happened to
'jran V7.
have forgotten to put away a supply
vfrSna&S iJSut.'Si'jrcJ miJiJU tX2mi3
O
of the needed on Saturday, and are
suffering for a drink Sunday, they
just wait unt:i a passenger train
carrying a dining e;:r comes along,
and they inierviiw the diner's conductor, and e.cr
drink or a bottle,
accorling to the stutis of their ap-- j
peii; or the condition of their finan- "s. In Lordsburg there arc five trains
Gut-o- ff
which the lieedllul ran be irc- cured dnrir.a the day time, and one
in the evening, while tit Harhita there'
.3&1&2
are three sik ll trains. Silver C'itv is
31 miles
N. M.,
of
from Chicago,
Main Lino of tho
at the end of a stub switch.:
(b
r'.izens never see a dining
City,
Old Mexico
Francisco, Los Angeles, El
and in
r.ir, and it is doubtful if many of tliein
However, they!
know what one is.
have learned their lesson, and the,
i
Saturday 1: lit bottle of l.ooze is as.
in that city as;
much an
is the S.i'iird.iv li:ikiiig of lican.s in
Of :."on hiislne.
to! residence lots, size 2Cxl42 feet, laid out with broad so and
struts, with alleys 20 fe.-- t !!?, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees; publle school boaie. cost-m- .
Boston.
i;tVJi; cburrbes, Com'uercia! club; a ropu'-atloof 1.500 Inhabitants;
largest meriai.'ile establishments in N.v Mexico; tte Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity. 150 barrels daily; large winery; taree hotels,
ruJiaiUHf, etc. Helen Is the largest sL'.pp-'rpoint for wool, fl'ur, wheat, wine, beam ar. i hay in Central New
Its importance as a great commercial railroad city ln the near future cannot be estimated
OFFICIAL MATTERS

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO,
SCREEN DOORS

Wc Do Yotir Blacksmith Work Right!

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE
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The Futme Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

Lz&tod

ors

of The Atchison, Topeka

the Belen

Santa Ire Railway

Santa Fe systemleading east and west

south of Albuquerque,
at the junction the
Kansas
Galveston and points east to San

j

&

Paso and

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

Sfl
Assent of Governor Filed.
!n r: .1. 113
The assent of Covernor
tiie'ljiSj
money
m
Hagernian to gran's of
the Adams act enterritory
An In
titled "An Ae to l'roide for
creasing Appropriation ru- - Auricui- jural Experiment Stations and Ieru- lallni' tlie Kviiending Thereof." was i
filed in ihe olii. e of Territorial Sec
retary J. V. K.iynolds this mornini:

It. I.

1

11 11

!

-

Notaries Appointed.
Tlie following noiarie.-- pip. lie bav.
been appointed !y t;.i.ni'r Herbert st 14
tt'A
J. Hiigerman:
Emit. riir
l!ad
Ahin.nl. Hio Arriba cniiiuy.
-.
.
lx,:ia Ana j
Llewellyn. Las Cru:
fi
county; A. it. Cordova. Jiin Acacia.
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LIMITED

EXPRESS. MAIL

AMD

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE W.LL

rrorert are
1.

1

soci

ya.--

i.

In the center of the city, well graded, (many of them Improved by cultivation
drug store, names niop, etc, etc Also a
modern hotel
first-clas-

;

GO OVER THE

no sand or gravel,

We

MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH

neel

a

first-clas-

s

AND SOUTH.

bakery, tailor icop, ihoe house, Jeweler, plumbing shop, ylanlcf mill.

s

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

DEEDS.
,

,

'

V

IOEN BECKER, President

WM. M. BERGER, Secretary
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y
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""teams"
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ALBUQUERQUE

EIGHT

EVENING

CITIZEN.

portant business of pinning the
made on Saturday for tli"
of ih,. rorrnllcs nnd Unreins
bridges nnd building of the Alameda
and Atrlsrn ilvkes. and' to audit bills.
Tho headquarters' rominltlep of the
ron-trac-

LOCAL AND

PKKSOXAL

League

Anti-Salo-

DAY AND WEATHER.

Nobby Low Shoes

for New

TUESDAY, APRIL

is

SPRING
Is

BOYS' AND YOUTHS'

plant.

Dahlias, Tuberoses,' Cannas. Glad-lonand Pansies.
We have a fine lot of Bulbs and
' Plants.

Mexico

meetand Arizona held Us ouat
ing at the 1'nuue's office this fore-lin- o
n nt which Important business was
The full committee was
transacted.
present. A local city league will he
organized at once.
Edward I.ippitt of Trinidad. C1"..
"in'11 "n n visit
arrived in the city
l.lppltt.
to his mother. Mrs. Edward
who lias been seriously 111 for sometime past with appendicitis. Mrs. Lip-pihas sufficiently recovered, however, to allow of her being removed
from the St. Joseph's hospital, where
she had an operation performed, to
the home of her daughter, Mrs. Coral
V. Roberts, on West Tijeras avenue,
yesterday.
The Ijis Vegas News says: A soila
factory and bottling works will soon
be established In Las Vegas by the
Har.-c- h
Bottling Works of Albuquerque, The machinery and bottles will
be (.hipped from there as s on as a
suitable building can bo had. It, is
probable that a plant will be erected
on the lot in the rear of the Haywood
& Roberts Co.
Albert Harsch, who
will bo In charge of the factory here
says that It is their Intention to bottle
bluing, etc.
mineral water, soda-poEouis Ilfeld, of the Ilfeld Indian
Trading company, has returned to thtvt
city from the Black Rock reservation
In the Zunl mountains. The Ilfeld Indian Trading company has recently
purchased a general store nt the Black
Hock agency and another at Fort Ien- ance. The first was formerly owneu
by Geo. W. Bennett and the latter was
he recent property of C. A. Manning.
Mr. Ilfeld is eloquent in speaking of
some new government buildings gJing
up at Black Rock which are to be
used as school houses for the Black
Rock agency Indians. The Zunl dam
project, which as been building for
about two years, will not be finished
for another year, according to Mr.

the time to

t,

CLOTHING

inv

is

siion timk and hksh timh to discard youk

WINTER roOTWICAU AND UUY

HEAVY

PAIR OF OUR SNAPPY

THEY SHOW OFF THE PEAUTY OF YOUR

OXFORDS.

THE PEST ADVANTAGE
DREADED

A

AND FIT

SO

WKU

THAT THE

MUCH

PROCESS OF PREAK INO IN IS ENTIRELY ELIMINATED.
$3.50

MEN'S PATENT COLT OXFORDS

$3.00 to $3.50

MEN'S VICI KID OXFORDS

$2.50 to $3.00

;

CALF OXFORDS

MEN'S VELLAIN

$2.75 to $3.50

WOMEN'S PATENT KID OXFORDS
WOMEN'S

TO

FOOT

$2.25 to $3.00

;

VICI KID OXFORDS

WOMEN'S

DONGOLA OXFORDS.

$1.50 to $2.25

OXFORDS

FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

$1.00 to $2.50

SAUCES

AND CONDIMENTS.

When purchased at F. F. Trotter'
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
e al
they enter. This Is because
ways procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are re
liable and personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER
No.

118 and 120 South Second

ctreet

T. Y. MAYNARD.

GEO. W. HICKOX.

The Hickox - Maynard

Co

OF

ARE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES

The Gorham Manufacturing Co. Sterling Silverware.
The Libbey Co. Artistic Cut Glass.
The W. A. Pickard Hand Painted China.
Each In its class appropriate for weddings gifts.
"Never before so complete."
Our stock of Diamond
good time for investment, a Diamonds are rapidly advancing

IVES, the FLORIST

lt

'Ti a
value.

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
FRONT.

THE-ARC-

SOUTH

Do You Use

SECOND

STREET.

a Fountain Syringe

If not, you may a little later. It will pay you to buy It from us Saturday, March 24. Remember, for one day only at the following cut prices:
Quart
Quart
4-- Quart
2- 3- -

Regular Price $1.00 Our Price Saturday
Regular Price $1.25 Our Price Saturday
Regular Price $130 Our Price Saturday

65c
75o
90c

They are all standard quality, but we are overstocked, and must reduce the same before hot weather. Don't forget the date Saturday,
March 24 and the time one day only. Mail orders will be accepted at the above prices.

J, H. O'RIELLY

CO ,

Druggists

ir

WE

Bebber Optical Go.

$$$.$.

R.R.

Barnett Building

-

CEMENT,

-

SASH,

Doors, Glass, Paint and

REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
First and Marquette,

-

Albuquerque, N. M.
THE

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watdhea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

10.00

STERN
Clott&icr

Easter Sale Thursday, April

12th

Until WEDNESDAY, April 18th

that

not

a

c

d

L. KEMPENICH

occooooco

oocooooooo

siey c ompany
HARDWARE
HOSE, FLORALSETS
LAWN MOWERS, REFRIGERATORS, ICE
CREAM FREEZERS,
BUILDERS' HARDWARE, PLUMBERS
AND TINNERS, ETC.

c

well-know-

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

$18.00

Railroad Avemme

Q

LUMBER,

$7.50
3.50

Suits,
Suits,

p,

hl-gi- n,

display
HAVE
dows, and
sale

our show
our store, the
Complete Line of
an(
Laroest
irmmand
Suits ever brought
the
city.
stock embraces everything that
new and good
made by the
that
world's best manufacturers.
We invite your inspection of the same.

hand-painte-

In

I

Generally fair and warmer tonight
and Wednesday.
Sunshine, 5:25; set, 6:34; length 13
On Display in Our Show Windows
119 WEST SANTA FE AVENUE
hours and 9 minutes; moon rose at
Auto.
118.
Phone
2:18 this morning. The day has been
bright, warm and delightful. .Gardens,
on
in
winlawns and trees could almost be seen
to grow.
on
in
Dr. F. n. Romero has returned from
Most
a visit to socorro on proieHsi"u.
t IS Gold Avenue
Boys'
business.
to
Youths
ami
engineer
IMtt Hoss, the civil
Glasses
The
Eyes
is
snun
surveyor, lert last nigtu
Adjusted.
visit to Helen.
line,
in
Tested.
W. V. Kutrelle. the real estate and
rental agent, returned tills morning
from an extended business trip to I'A
LENSES GROUND ON PREMISES
Paso.
a
for
night
last
J. H. Oltielly left
TICKETS BOUGHT. SOLD
brief business trip to J'hoenix. I'res-co- tt
and other towns In Arizona. Ho
AND EXCHANGED
1.
May
will return about
from
Youths'
to
Association Office
Mrs. E. P. Nelson is In the city from
Transactions
Denver the cuest of Mrs. V. H. Har
Guaranteed
ney at her homo on Purk avenue, and
Boys'
to
from
will remain for several uays.
1 18 W.
ROSENHEIM'S,
R.R.Ave.
Regular meeting of the F. O. E. this
evening nt their lodge rooms. Initia
REGULAR
35 CENTS DINNER,
tion of candidates and tno regular
EVERY DAY, EXCEPT SUNDAY, AT
or
tins.
features
Eagle lunch will be
ZEIGER'S RESTAURANT, FROM 12
evening's meeting.
NOON TO 2 P. M.
UfyQ
o
Rev. Thos. Harwood, superintendent
IS
MORE
WHAT
DELICIOUS
of Spanish missions of the Methodist
THAN A COLD BOTTLE OF SOUTH
church of New Mexico and Arizona,
WESTERN FAMOUS BOCK BEER?
returned this morning from a visit to
southern Arizona missions.
Henry Goetz, proprietor of the 7. ig- er Care restaurant, received me nan
news of the death of his father yes
terday. The elder Goetz lived nt
111., nnd reached the ripe old age
of three score and ten.
Building Inspector Whltcomb announces that In the future his office
will be In the I. T. Delaney real estate ofllce on West Hold avenue, Inthis
Tan oxfords are fashionable
stead of nt the city building. Its for- season
and in accordance with this
We have made such big price reductions for this event in all departments
mer location.
mandate of fashion we have put in a
Miss Clara H. Olsen, secretary to big assortment of the newest styles
we anticipate six of the liveliest days in our history.
Governor Hagernian, who Visited her for men. women and children. Light
husband,
and
sister. Mrs. E. V. Chaves
Space
permitting, we quote here only few prices:
or extension soles, low, medium or'
the well known attorney, returned to high heels, light and dark shades. C.
pasdelayed
Men's Hose, brown or black, our
Misses' Dresses, white or colored,
Ladies' and Children's Oxfords,
Santa Fo on one of the
May's Shoo .Store, 314 West Railroad
regular
senger trains yesterday.
seller,
tan, white and black; we offer for
all sizes; 2 to 11 years,
avenue.
3 PAIRS FOR 25c.
25c TO $4 AND $5.
this sale at,
Miss Anita Docker arrived from He
50c UP TO $2.
The second annual meeting of the
len this morning and is the guest of
grade
Our
Hats,
Men's
best
Babies'
of
Ladies'
Misses'
and
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Frost. Miss Beck- New Mexico Hoard of Optometry has
colors,
cream,
Underwear;
variety,
an
grade
Drown
Good
of 8
endless
Gingham,
er is to be a bridesmaid at the Hunt- been called for April 2u at room 10,
or blue; go at only,
50c TO $7.50.
5c PER YARD.
Walton wedding which Is to tane Whiting building. All wishing to take
45c THE GARMENT.
niape nt thi Knisconal church tins the optical examination as required by
Twenty yards of Unbleached
Lawn, 4c PER YARD.
evening.
law should apply at once. S. 'I. Vatin,
Alarm Clocks, best $1 grade,
Muslin, 30 Inches wide,
Pure Silks, all colors,
Al
president
of board.
R. Ij. Dobson, proprietor of the
ONLY 65c.
FROM 24c PER YARD UP.
FOR $1.
o
companybuquerquo Arms and Cycle
JIM,
DO
"SAY,
puunc
YOU
HOW
ex
LIKE
We give Premium Tickets for the
China, with all cash purchases.
is at Denver, attending a
During his THE SOUTHWESTERN BOCK BEER
hibition of automobiles.
absence, the store Is being looked at THIS YEAR? "WELL, HENRY, OLD
222 West Railroad Avenue
ter by Mrs. Dobson and her popular MAN, IT'S THE BEST I EVER
TASTED; LET'S HAVE ANOTHER
son and daughter.
George T. Nicholson, general traffic GLASS." -o
manager for the Santa Fe, passed
Had dyspepsia or indigestion for
through the city Saturday night en years. No appetite, and what I did
route to the coast. Mr. Nicholson was
distressed me terribly. Burdock
accompanied by Freight Traffic Man eat
Bitters cured me." J. H. Walager J. E. Gorman and R. H. Kountz, Blood
ker. Sunhury, Ohio.
freight bureau.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Dixon and
SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
child, of El Paso, are In the city, visit
screens, 7 cents per foot.
Window
ing Jack Dixon, a brcther, and mends
A home made door, with trimmings,
Mr. Dixon, some yearB ago, was In
business In Albuquerque, and also in for $1.25.
We are making window screens all
those good old days he was a tlrst- mortised together, and as strong as
class base ball player.
door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
The K'stancia News says: W. C. ascreen
door,
or
that
D.
Eniemploy
of
J.
Warllck. in the
will outlast any door shipped In here
of
dealer
Albu
nions. the furniture
d
the cast, together with trimquerque. was In town several days the from
mings, for $1.25.
was
bu
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Fine Jewelry

Stationery

Lowney's Candles
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Sailor Blouse and Nobby Double-breaste- d
Suits at $1.50 to $6.00 are on display.

TODAY

Young Men's Long ;Pant Suits, in neat
mixtures, from $6.50 to $15.00 per suit.
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and Retail

EUREKA COTTON
HOSE

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM

RUBBER HOSE

FREEZERS

h
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E.L WASHBURN CO.

otlice.

BASS

ii

110

C. this

BUY

The line of Spring Suits in Russian Blouse,

A new line of CHILDREN'S and BOYS'
the novelties at from 50 cents to $1.50.
Wctt Cold

II.

HAROWARE COMPANY

Successors to

I!

GARDENTOOLS

WIRE WINDOW
SCREENS

SPADES,

SHOVELS

RAKES

GALVANIZED
POULTRY NETTING

GARDENBARROWS

215 West Railroad Avenue
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